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Quote

“It is paradoxical, yet true, to say, that the more we know, the more ignorant we become
in the absolute sense, for it is only through enlightenment that we become conscious of our
limitations. Precisely one of the most gratifying results of intellectual evolution is the
continuous opening up of new and greater prospects.”
Nikola Tesla
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Abstract

The purpose of this project is the creation of an adaptive Function Block control
system, and the implementation of Artificial Intelligence integrated within the Function
Block control system, using IEC 61499 standard to control an ABB 6-axis virtual robot,
simulated in the software RobotStudio. To develop these objectives, we studied a lot of
necessary concepts and how to use three different softwares. To learn how to use the
softwares, some tests were carried out. RobotStudio is a program developed by ABB
Robotics Company where an ABB robot and a station are simulated. There, we designed and
created a virtual assembly cell with the virtual IRB140 robot and the necessary pieces to
simulate the system. To control the robot and the direct access to the different tools of
RobotStudio, it is necessary to use an application programming interface (API) developed by
ABB Robotics Company. C sharp (C#) language is used to program using the API, but this
language is not supported by the Function Block programming software nxtStudio. Because
of this, we used VisualStudio software. In this software, we use the API libraries to start and
stop the robot and load a RAPID file in the controller. In a RAPID file the instructions that
the robot must follow are written. So, we had to learn about how to program in C# language
and how to use VisualStudio software. Also, to learn about IEC 61499 standard it was
necessary to read some books. This standard determines how an application should be
programmed through function blocks. A function block is a unit of program with a certain
functionality which contains data and variables that can be manipulated in the same function
block by several algorithms. To program in this standard we learnt how to use nxtStudio
software, consuming a lot of time because the program is quite complex and it is not much
used in the industrial world yet. Some tests were performed to learn different programing
skills in this standard, such as how to use UDP communication protocol and how to program
interfaces. Learning UDP communication was really useful because it is necessary for
communication between nxtStudio and other programs, and also learning how to use
interfaces to let the user access the program. Once we had learnt about how to use and
program the different softwares and languages, we began to program the project. Then, we
had some troubles with nxtStudio because strings longer than fourteen characters cannot be
used here. So, a motion alarm was developed in VisualStudio program. And another
important limitation of nxtStudio is that C++ language cannot be used. Therefore, the
creation of an Artificial Intelligence system was not possible. So, we created a Function
Block control system. This system is a logistical system realised through loops, conditions
and counters. All this makes the robot more adaptive. As the AI could not be carried out
because of the different limitations, we theoretically designed the AI system. It will be
possible to implement the AI when the limitations and the problems are solved.
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Introduction

1. Introduction
The main objective of this project is to design an adaptive Function Block (FB) based
robotic control system, which uses AI to perform adaptability. This FB system will control a
robot in a virtual environment where a real assembly station will be simulated using different
objects. The assembly will be a simple task of taking a shaft, mounting a washer on it and
putting the complete piece in an inventory. The shafts and washers have different colours and
the user will decide in which order they will be assembled. Using sensors this FB system
knows the locations of the objects; therefore, it is able to adapt itself if any piece is moved.
This characteristic makes the system intelligent in a simple manner.
The FB system has been designed following the IEC 61499 standard. The standard
divides the system into small subdivisions. The main advantage of this characteristic is the
fact that the subdivisions can be simple tasks and the combination of these tasks together
makes the system intelligent.
The system will not have functionality in the physical world. It is not possible to carry
out this project in a real robot because there are no sensors available to give exact information
about the object’s positions and orientations. Due to the same behaviour of virtual and real
controllers, it is easy to adapt the virtual system to a real system.
The FB control system was created using the nxtStudio (nS) software, which is
designed to create projects following the IEC 61499 standard. The robot environment and the
robot simulator itself are located in a software developed by ABB named RobotStudio (RS).
Through this software the position and the orientation of the pieces are sent to the AI. This
communication is realised using the ABB libraries in VisualStudio (VS). The program in VS
controls the robot controller and this makes the virtual robot move. As the AI is located in nS
and the control of the robot is made by VS, these two softwares are communicating using the
UDP communication protocol. This protocol is used because nS only has this possibility to
communicate with other programs.
Thanks to the FB control system, users will not need to know advanced programing to
program a robot because the coding will be created by the system. This means that the
potential users of robots could increase and, as a consequence of this, more and more
production lines could be automatized.
In this chapter, motivation, problem description, aim and objectives, project planning,
sustainability and research methodology will be explained.
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1.1.Motivation
Nowadays, almost every industry is automated, where industrial robots are used to
facilitate tasks which are dangerous or weary for humans and also making the production
cheaper. Also, it is becoming normal to have more and more customizability in the products,
e.g. car industries and furniture industries among others. Because of this, industries are forced
to develop methods where the robots do not have to be programmed every time that a simple
task changes. For example, if in a car model the hood can be chosen by the customer, it
would not be necessary to reprogram the robot every time a different request arrives. One
method can be the implementation of AI to make robots adaptive to these changes, saving
time and money in the fabrication.
To sum up, making a system which with few changes could be adapted for different
applications, or fields, is a great goal in which automatic engineers must be interested. All of
this makes this project really interesting because not only the implemented AI must be
created, but also a language (FB) must be used. That language structure helps to modify a
software easily, if it is needed when the system must be adapted in another field or
application. Therefore, to learn a modern and powerful language can contribute to get great
and valuable knowledge.
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1.2.Aims and objectives
The main goal of this project is to design an adaptive and flexible FB control system for
industrial robots, using loops, counters and conditions. This system will control a small robot
assembly cell the following components: three shafts, three washers, shaft inventory, washer
inventory, piece inventory and one individual inventory (named in this project as base piece),
see Fig.1. The user will select the colour order through an interface developed in nS. This
order is the one that represent how the pieces must be assembled. After the selection, the
robot must place a shaft in the base and then the washer on it. Just after, the robot will take
the shaft with the washer assembled and put the complete piece in the piece inventory.
Finally, the robot will do the same with the other shafts and washers.

Figure 1: Robot assembly cell

To control this system three different programs are used:






RobotStudio, of ABB Robotics Company, is used for creating and simulating
the behaviour of the virtual articulated robot and the station where the different
pieces and sensors are located. Sensors are necessary to sense the position and
orientation of each piece situated in the robot station.
nxtStudio, of nxt Control Company, is used as development and runtime FB
control system. The FB will generate the control instructions that the robot will
follow. A Function Block control structure is programmed/created in this
software following IEC 61499 standard. In this standard the AI can be divided
in subprograms. The programs and subprograms will be explained further in the
report. Also, in nS there is one interface where the user can choose the colour
order. The shafts and washers will be assembled following this colour order.
VisualStudio, of Microsoft Company, is used for developing the communication
Application Programming Interface (API) between the previously explained
softwares. The ABB libraries are used to control different parts of RS. And also,
there is the UDP communication between nS and RS.
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1.3.Project planning
The evolution of the project can be contemplated in Fig.2, a Gantt diagram which
shows how many days were spent in the different tasks which were necessary to carry out this
project.
2014‐02‐03 2014‐02‐24 2014‐03‐17 2014‐04‐07 2014‐04‐28 2014‐05‐19
Literature review

35

Learn programming nxtSTUDIO

23

Study the previous project

7

Requirements Analysis

7

Discuss about artificial intelligence

7

System Design

11

Architecture Design

14

Module Design

10

Coding

17

Unit Testing

3

Integration Testing

5

System Testing

3

Acceptance Testing

5

Figure 2: Gantt
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1.4.Methodology
To set up this project, the V- model of software design was used. This method is
considered as an extension or an improved version of the Waterfall model. The method
consists of different parts, as the Fig.3 shows: Firstly, the concepts and the requirements are
studied. After that, the architectural design of the system is created and, finally, that
architecture is implemented. After the implementation part, a testing is made in order to
verify if it works.
In the “Concepts and Requirements” analysis the bigger part of the literature review
was written. The IEC 61499 standard was studied and the robot concept was defined. Also
the used software, such as nS or RS, were studied and learnt how to use.
To start with the second part, “Requirements and Architecture”, a previous project was
studied. This project was “A function block based approach using assembly features for
adaptively controlling virtual and real industrial robots”, which was carried out by Benjamin
Diaz Aranzana and Juan Carlos Rizo Martinez. Once the project was understood, the
architectural design was created using the IEC 61499 standard design method. This method is
explained in chapter 3.6.2.
There is no physical implementation in this project since everything is simulated. Thus
only software development, integration and communication are carried out in this system.
The reason of using only simulation, instead of making the project as a real application, is
because of the requirements of the project. The adaptation to a real robot should be easy
because the controller and the virtual controller use the same control instructions.

Figure 3: V model illustration (Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), 2005)
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2. Sustainability
AI is the implementation of some kind of intelligence in a system. This is performed
through algorithms or functions that make the system, in this case the industrial robot control
system, more independent, adaptable and flexible.
The best way to establish a useful AI is creating algorithms that create solutions for any
possible scenario. Also, if the robot is installed in a complex environment it will be easier to
adapt the robot to it and the possibilities of collisions, or other failures, will decrease.
Implemented AI saves time programming when a robot must be installed in a different
environment. Moreover, sometimes AI can make possible that two or more robots are
replaced by only one of them which can perform different kinds of tasks. Also, with the
advantage of high adaptability, if a robot breaks down, the rest of the robots can adapt their
behaviour not to stop the production until the robot is fixed.
As a result of all of this, AI can help the sustainability considering that human
resources are less necessary and therefore fewer transports will be used. Avoiding pollution
to the atmosphere due to the gases expelled by cars, motorcycles, etc. This does not mean that
the system can cause an increase in unemployment. The company which has got a system
with this adaptability will not need the assistance of a specific programmer for the robot.
Once programmed the AI in a system, future programming will not be needed.
Therefore, there will be less electrical consumption and there will be less contamination in
the environment.
As a single robot might do what two robots do, the consumption of materials and
energy produced by the creation of industrial robots and the transportation of these to the
industry will be lower. Also, the fact that a robot can be used longer thanks to AI helps to the
environment in the same way that the previous case.
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3. Literature review
This chapter explains important information for the reader so it can be understood how
the project has been carried out. RS and nS programs are described, as well as articulated
arm, robot simulation concepts and AI.

3.1.Simulation
Process or system simulation is performed from a virtual reality in which, important
data and information can be obtained and analysed. This process can be performed by hand or
on a computer. In this case the simulation will be performed in the second form.
Through it, the system behaviour can be known along short or long time, predicting the
system performance, trying different designs, or performing various setting in the system and
so, seeing the effects of changes.
Sometimes a model can be solved by a mathematical method, using calculus, statistics,
algebraic methods and simple equations. However, in complex real systems numerical and
computer based simulations are used to take measures and information about it.

3.1.1. Simulation as an appropriate tool

Using simulations can save money in research and systems analysis and it can be used
in different situations. Some of them are:
1. To study complex systems or subsystems.
2. To organize a new system or to check how to improve regarding changes and
priorities.
3. To extend the knowledge about new simulation designs.
4. To test which inputs are important, if one of them can be dispensable, and how
they affect the outputs.
5. To calculate the different machines' capabilities.
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3.2.Industrial Robots
3.2.1. History

Many times technology is inspired by science fiction, trying to adapt robots to the
human movements and anatomy. Some relevant events in Industrial Robotics are:
1959 – Unimate was the first robot, made by Unimation Company, established by
George Devol and Joe Engelberger in 1956. It was a robot controlled by magnetic drum,
using hydraulic actuators with a weigh of two tons and moving in joint coordinates.
1961 – The first industrial robot was installed by Unimation. Making different parts of
automobile and handles for doors and windows.
1962 – Versatran, from American Machine and Foundry (USA), was the first
cylindrical robot.
1969 – First spot-welding and painting robots were implemented. And Unimate robots
entered Japanese market, producing the Kawasaki-Unimate 2000 (their first industrial robot
ever).
1970 – The first Industrial Robots National Symposium was published in Chicago,
USA.
1973 – Unimate created KUKA, which had six electromechanically driven axes. Also
Hitachi, Japan, created dynamic vision sensors for moving objects.
In this year 3,000 industrial robots were operating.
1974 – Richard Hohn developed T3 (The Tomorrow Tool), the first minicomputercontrolled industrial control. And the first arc welding robot and a fully electric robot were
created, in Japan and Sweden respectively.
1975 – A robot, named The Olivetti “SIGMA”, with two hand was used in Italy for
assembly.
1978 – Unimation (USA) introduced in General Motors (GM) an arm robot, called
PUMA, which took up the same work space than a human operator.
A rigid in vertical direction robot with high acceleration (SCARA) was developed in
Japan. Even though SCARA was created some years ago, nowadays still is being used.
And a six-axis robot was made out in Germany. (IFR, 2012)
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3.2.2. Definition of robot

There are many difficulties about defining a robot. For example, in Japan it is all
mechanical device with joints designed to be used for manipulation. However, in Western
market the robot concept is stricter, being centred in the robot control. (Barrientos, et al.,
2007)
The most common and accepted definition of a robot is the Robotic Industries
Association (RIA):”an automatically controlled, reprogrammable multipurpose manipulator
programmable in three or more axes which may be either fixed in place or mobile for use in
industrial automation applications”. ((RIA), 2009)

3.2.3. Advantages of using Industrial Robots







It can be programmed, complying different functions.
Replace humans in dangerous situations or when the task is boring and repetitive.
It can be coordinated with other devices or collaborating with humans.
Long term industrial robots are amortized, even though the initial cost is high. Being
indispensable a good maintenance.
This kind of robots are really accurate and repetitive.

In conclusion, industrial robots make tasks flexible, safer, integrated, cheaper and with
better quality. (Bolmsjö, 2006)
3.2.4. Classification of Industrial Robots

There are different sizes and forms of robots. Some robot arm designs are defined in the
Fig.4:

Figure 4: Different kinds of robot arm design configurations ((OTM), 1999)
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3.2.5. Types of joint
In the Fig.5 the different types of joint are illustrated:

Figure 5: Joints types (Britannica Academic, s.f.)







Collinear Joint: Allows translation and sliding movements through telescoping
mechanism and piston. This type of joints can perform both translational and sliding
movements. Putting two links in parallel axes for let linear movement.
Orthogonal Joint: It is similar than the joint before but this type of joint moves at right
angles.
Rotational Joint: A rotary motion is permitted along an axis, vertical to the arm axes.
Twisting Joint: A twist motion is made thank to two joint, in which the output link
rotates in relation to the input link, where the output link spins about the input link.
Revolving Joint: Allows revolving motion through a perpendicular output axis to the
input link, which is parallel to the rotational axes. Keeping the vertical first to second.
(Roboticsbible, 2011)

3.2.6. Articulated Industrial Robot

This kind of robot is a human arm imitation, getting a structure with shoulder, elbow
and wrist reproduction. Where, in the last part robot, different tools can be adapted. For its
great variety of applications, the robot arm is the most common configuration used in
industry. (Engine, 2011)
3.2.6.1.

Some advantages of use an articulated robot are:





Flexibility in different utilities when it is programed.
It can work in a big work space, relatively to robot volume.
Thanks to its multiple articulations they can take objects in different orientations,
even over and under them.
(Bolmsjö, 2006)
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3.2.6.2.

And some disadvantages




It has got a difficult control because of its complex kinematics.
Having a complex structure makes difficult to visualize and to control the linear
motion.
 The structure of the robot becomes less rigid when it is fully stretch; this is because of
the momentum.
(Bolmsjö, 2006)

3.2.6.3.

Applications of Industrial Robot Arm

 Arc welding
 Assembly
 Cleaning
 Cutting
 Die casting
 Gluing
 Grinding
 Injection moulding
 Machine tending
 Material handling
 Packing
 Painting
 Palletizing
 Picking
 Polishing
 Pre-machining
 Press brake tending
 Sealing
 Spot welding
 Spraying
(Bolmsjö, 2006) (Engine, 2011)
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3.2.6.4.

IRB 140

IRB 140, the robot showed in Fig.6, is used to carry out this project. It is small,
powerful and fast 6-xes robot. And some characteristics are:
 Compact and very powerful.
 Six axes multipurpose.
 Support 6kg.
 Reach 810mm, to axis 5.
 It can be installed in any place (floor or
any support), height and angle.
 Robust design.
 Cables installation is integrated in it,
adding overall flexibility.
 It contains a Collision Detection function,
with full path retraction.
These characteristics make IRB 140 a
reliable and safe robot. (ABB Robotics, s.f.)

Figure 6: IRB 140, ABB Robot (ABB Robotics, s.f.)

3.3.RobotStudio
3.3.1. What is RobotStudio

RS is a PC modelling application developed by ABB Robotics Company, where robot
cells can be simulated. Users can use it in offline programming with a virtual IRC5 controller
(referred to as the virtual controller, VC) locally on the PC.
Also, users can use this application in online mode, working with the real physical
IRC5 controller
First of all, it is important to get knowledge about some concepts.
(ABB Robotics, 2013)
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3.3.2. Hardware concepts



Robot manipulator: IRB140 robot, of ABB Robotics Company, is used to carry out
this project.
 Control module: computer that controls the motion of the manipulator, also using
RAPID program and signal handling. There are four drive modules options to connect
one control module.
 Drive module: electronics necessary to power the manipulator motors are contained in
a module. So, drive module can contain nine drive units, each of them correspond to
each joint.
 Flex Controller: it contains one control module and one drive module for each
manipulator in the system.
 Flex Pendant: online programming is used through this method, connected to the
control module.
 Tool: according to the task different utensils can be installed in the robot sixth joint.
Tool can be active (gripper, cutter or welder) or stationary.
(ABB Robotics, 2013)

3.3.3. RAPID concepts




Data declaration: all variables, or data type, instances are created in this part.
Instruction: code commands that determine the behaviour of the robot are written
inside a routine.
 Move instructions: here robot motions are defined along of different targets (point
positions of the robot) that were defined before.
 Action instruction: it is destined to others actions different to move the robot, such as
synchronizing properties or setting data.
 Routine: it is compose of data declarations and then a set of instructions carrying out a
task. It can divide in:
o Procedure: values are not returned in an instruction set.
o Function: values are returned in an instruction set.
o Trap: an interrupt triggers a set of instructions.
 Module: data declarations, followed by routines, compose a module, which can be
treated as a common file (being able to save, load and copy it). Module can divide in:
o Program module: during execution, program module can be loaded and
unloaded.
o System module: principally, common system-specific data and routines are
used here.
 Program files: in IRC5 RAPID program are saved as “.mod”, being a collection of
module files. And all modules files (program file) are saved as “.pgf”
(ABB Robotics, 2013)
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3.3.4. Programming concepts



Online programming: The user programs the real controller. It can be done by getting
the targets or neither programming through flex pendant.
 Offline programming: This part is related to program a virtual controller by computer.
 True offline programming: it is based in the offline programming, but it creates a
simulation environment in the virtual controller that makes possible to test and
optimize offline programming.
 Virtual controller: FlexController emulation software that permits to run a robot on a
PC.
 MultiMove: it makes possible to, with the same control module, run multiple
articulated robots.
 Coordinate systems or frame: They are synonyms. Positions and orientations are
defined through coordinate system, being able to use different coordinate systems to
each object position.
 Work object calibration: Targets are defined from a work object, becoming this frame
the coordinate origin. Users can define different work objects according to the
different surfaces that are used.
(ABB Robotics, 2013)

3.3.5. Simulating programs

Some simulation functions in RS are:


Play simulations: the robot is run by simulation on a virtual controller. For this the
user must choose the different paths he wants to run.
 Collision detection: it is used to know about collisions between the robot and the
different objects of the station during the simulation or for building the station.
 Event handling: an action can be connected to a trigger by events.
 I/O Simulation: events of the robot program usually set the I/O signals of the
simulation, providing a fast test of some interesting conditions.
 Simulation Monitoring: it improves the simulation inserting traces or alerts along the
TCP movements, affected by motions or speeds defined.
 Process time measurement: complete process time can be measure through this
process.
(ABB Robotics, 2013)
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3.3.6. Handle I/O, working online

Some definitions about the different parts of the I/O system are:


The I/O system: it is composed of I/O buses, I/O units and I/O signals. Where buses
control connections for units, and the last one restrain channels for the actual signals.
 I/O signals: through this signals it is possible to communicate between the external
equipment and the controller and to change variables in a robot program.
 Input signals: it is used to notify the controller that something happens. This signal
can be programmed to run a specific part of the robot program.
 Output signals: when something is accomplished and the controller is interested
sending the information, it does it by this kind of signals.
 Simulated signals: signals that are changed manually, giving a specific value, to check
the robot program when equipment is switched off.
 Virtual signals: this is the kind of signals that reside inside the memory controller and
they are not physical. So, they are used to set variables and do changes in a robot
program.
(ABB Robotics, 2013)

3.4.RAPID
3.4.1. RAPID concepts
What is RAPID

RAPID is a programming language to write programs, which makes the computer do
what the user wants.
Zeros and ones are used in the native language, so humans cannot understand this
virtually. Then computers transform this language in an easier one, as RAPID. Being it a high
level programming language where English is used to make the programming understandable
for users.
(ABB Robotics, 2013)
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RAPID data
Variables

Four kinds of data among all of them are described below:
 num: numerical data, being able to be decimal and integer number.
 dnum: higher resolution numerical data than num.
 string: this data is used to write or read texts.
 bool: TRUE and FALSE are the values which compose this kind of Boolean variable.
(ABB Robotics, 2013)

Operators

Numerical operators:





+: To add two or more variables.
-: To subtract two or more variables.
*: To multiply two or more variables.
/: To divide two or more variables.
Relational operators:








=: when a variable is equal to another one.
<: when a variable is less than another one.
>: when a variable is greater than another one.
<=: when a variable is equal to or greater than another one.
>=: when a variable is equal to or greater than another one.
<>: when a variable is not equal to another one.
String operator:

 +: when two or more strings must be joined.
(ABB Robotics, 2013)
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Controlling the program flow
IF THEN

This instruction allows doing different conditions using else and elseif:



IF: it is used to run an algorithm when a condition is true.
ELSE: it is combined with IF. When all the others conditions are not true runs the
algorithm of this.
ELSEIF: this instruction is used when more than two conditions are necessary.



The basic syntax to use the three instructions is:
IF condition_1 THEN
Sequence_1;
ELSEIF condition_2 THEN
Sequence_2;
ELSE
Sequence_3;
ENDIF

FOR

FOR is used to repeat a program code sequence a specific number of times. The syntax
to use this instruction is:
FOR counter FROM start_value TO end_value DO
Sequence which is repeated;
ENDFOR
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WHILE

A loop sequence is repeated while a specific condition is true. And it doesn´t stop until
the condition is false. The syntax to use this instruction is:
WHILE condition DO
Sequence which is repeated;
ENDWHILE

Move instructions
MoveL instruction

This instruction moves linearly, in straight line, the robot from its actual position to a
specific target. Being the syntax: MoveL ToPoint, Speed, Zone, Tool;
Where:





ToPoint: the point position where the robot must go.
Speed: velocity with the robot must go to the point.
Zone: here the user specifies if the robot must go to the exactly point (he must
write fine) or if it must cut corners with a specific radio (user must write zX,
where X is the value of the radio, in mm).
Tool: specifies the tool which is used.

MoveJ instruction

This instruction makes the same as MoveL, but the robot doesn´t do the movement in a
straight line, moving the joints freely until its final position. Being the syntax like the
previous one: MoveJ ToPoint, Speed, Zone, Tool;
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MoveC instruction

Circular movements in arc are done with this kind of instruction. Being the syntax:
MoveC ToPoint_1, ToPoint_2, Speed, Tool;
Where ToPoint_1 and ToPoint_2 are defined in the Fig.7:

Figure 7: Points of the MoveC instruction (ABB Robotics, 2013)

(ABB Robotics, 2013)

3.4.2. RAPID general description
Basic RAPID programming. Program structure
Instructions

The robot function is described in RAPID by a number of instructions. Various
commands are described by specific instructions, carrying out different functions robot.
Arguments can be defined as a numeric value, a reference to data, an expression, a function
call or a string value.
(ABB Robotics, 2013)
Routines

There are three kinds of routines:
 Procedure: used as subprogram.
 Function: used as an instruction argument which returns a specific type of value.
 Routines: used to associate a specific interrupt.
(ABB Robotics, 2013)
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Data

Information is stored in different data types which describe different kinds of
information, e.g. tools, loads, positions and so on. Types of data:



Constant: is a static value data that a new value is assigned manually.
Variable: is not a static value data, so it can be modified during the execution of
the program.
 Persistent: the value of the data is the same after save the program.
(ABB Robotics, 2013)

Identifiers

Data, routines, modules and labels are named with identifiers. Using some rules:





The first identifier character is a letter.
The other identifier characters must be letters, digits or underscores (_).
32 characters of maximum in an identifier.
Write in uppercase letters is the same than write in lowercase letters. For
example ‘ExAmPlE’ is considered the same identifier than ’Example’
 There are some reserved words than they cannot be used as identifiers because
they are keywords in the program. E.g. DO, ERROR, ELSE, IF, WHILE, etc.
(ABB Robotics, 2013)

Comments

To understand the program easier comments are used, without affecting on the meaning
of the program.
With an exclamation mark (!) starts a comment and with a new-line character ends it.
(ABB Robotics, 2013)
Motion and I/O programming
Coordinate systems
The tool centre point of the robot (TCP)

TCP is related with the position and movements of the robot. TCP is a point normally
defined in the robot tool.
Different TCPs can be defined but only one can be active. So, each position is recorded
with one TCP.
(ABB Robotics, 2013)
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Base coordinate system

Base coordinate system is where robot axis 1 coincides with the z-axis (see Fig.8).

Figure 8: Base coordinate system (ABB Robotics, 2013)

Object coordinate system

It helps users to define the work object, which gives information about the position of
objects along a surface. So, if the measured object is moved, the surface positions continue
being in the same relative point to the work object. This type of coordinate system can be
used in online and offline methods (see Fig.9).
(ABB Robotics, 2013)

Figure 9: Object coordinate system (ABB Robotics, 2013)

Wrist coordinate system

This kind of coordinate system is used to orientate the tool, where the z-axis coincides
with the axis 6 of the robot (see Fig.10).
(ABB Robotics, 2013)

Figure 10: Wrist coordinate system (ABB Robotics, 2013)
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Singularities

This problem always happens when there is infinity of robot configurations to have the
same tool orientation in a specific point. It is possible to find two kinds of singularities: arm
and wrist singularities.



Arm singularity: when the axis 4, 5 and 6 are directly aligned with axis 1.
Wrist singularity: when the axis 4 and 6 are aligned.

(ABB Robotics, 2013)

3.5.Smart Components
They are objects of RS whose behaviour can be implemented by code-behind and/or
coordinate them with others Smart Components.
(ABB Robotics, 2011)

3.5.1. API

API is an application programming interface which ABB Robot Company uses through
libraries which carry out the direct access to the different tools of RS. Some libraries which
are used in this project are:











ABB.Robotics
ABB.Robotics.Controllers
ABB.Robotics.Controllers.Discovery
ABB.Robotics.Controllers.RapidDomain
ABB.Robotics.Controllers.IOSystemDomain
ABB.Robotics.RobotStudio.Environment
ABB.Robotics.RobotStudio.Stations.Forms
ABB.Robotics.RobotStudio.Stations
ABB.Robotics.RobotStudio
ABB.Robotics.Math

3.6.Introduction to standard
A standard is created with some specific requirements, general or not so general
guidelines or characteristic with the idea that following these rules a product, services,
materials and processes will be adequate for the goal or objective. (ISO , 2014)
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3.6.1. IEC Standards

The IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission) is an organization that is
responsible of publishing consensus-based International Standards and managing conformity
assessment systems for electro technology, electric and electronic systems products and
services. These standard are used as a basis model for national standards and are also
referenced in international contracts and material requests. (International Electrotechnical
Commission, 2014)
The standards that IEC creates are adopted by national laws in many countries to be
applied by testing laboratories, governments, regulators, manufacturers and other sectors that
must be interested. Even adopting and using these standards is voluntary and never
compulsory, usually following them is the best choice because laws are based on those.
These standards are very useful in order to decrease the technical obstacles related to
trade. This is mainly because international standards commonly show the best experience of
researchers, consumers, industry and regulators worldwide, and take into account common
needs from a wide range of countries. The fact that the IEC standards are created and
developed by experts from all over the world is one of the main reasons of that usability.
(International Electrotechnical Commission, 2014)

3.6.2. Introduction to IEC 61499

The IEC 61499 standard determines how an application should be programmed through
function blocks. Therefore, it explains how a function blocks programming language works.
The main objective of the IEC 61499 standard is to solve part of the semantic integration
problem. This means that the standard is more related to explaining an architecture and a
model for distributed systems than a programming language.
A function block is an encapsulated piece of algorithm with input variables and output
variables and input-output events. When an event is triggered the input values related with
that event are actualized and the algorithm inside the function block is executed. This
algorithm can be written in almost any language, for example, KOP, structured text, C, C++,
Java, etc. After the algorithm is executed the output variables are actualized with the new
values and the output event or events are triggered to continue with the application.
The method that IEC 61499 standard describes allows using different processing
resources such as microprocessors to run the application. This is because the function blocks
are independent from each other and, therefore, they run independently when an event is
triggered. The fact that all the function blocks are independent and that the implementation
can be done linking events and variables, makes it possible to any user without extent
knowledge of programming to make quite complex programs and applications.
The standard shows different models that, together, make the architecture for systems
oriented in function block.
(Vyatkin, 2007), (Lewis, 2001)
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System model

The system model that is proposed by the IEC 61499 standard is based on the idea that
an application can be divided in different devices as shown in Fig.11. This means that an
application can be held by just one device or by a group of devices working together, named
distributed applications. When this kind of application is loaded onto a system the required
function blocks are located into different devices. The main change between the new method
and the old way of doing the distributed systems is that there is no need of a master computer
or PLC that commands all the devices how they should work or what they should do. Each
device has its own intelligence because of the function blocks and the connections and,
therefore, it becomes difficult to identify the main controller. As a result of not needing the
expensive controller, the cost of system is lower.
(Lewis, 2001)

Figure 11: Inter-device communication links

Device model

A device contains resources which have function blocks in it. The aim of the device is
to hold one or more resources and give them the necessary infrastructure as shown in Fig.12.
These resources are executed independently when they are needed. A device is also
composed of a process interface and a communications interface. The process interface
synchronizes the analogic input \output data of physical actuator with the digital input\output
data that the resources use. The communication interface allows to the resources to exchange
data with other resources from a different device or devices. This is made by external
networks.
(Lewis, 2001)
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Figure 12: Device model

Resource model

According to the IEC 61499 standard the resources contain the function blocks that are
needed for the applications. These function blocks can be a fragment of the whole
application. The objective of the resource is to provide the function block with the necessary
data from other function block in different resources or even devices. It is in this model
where the data mapping and events flows are managed. Each resource has, as a result, an
interface to the communication system to be able to change data between remote function
block, located in a different resource, and another interface to actualize the input and output
data in the local device. These interfaces also manage the read and write requests from the
outside so the external function blocks have access to the function blocks.
The scheduling function, which also is in the resource model, is responsible of
executing the events in the correct order. The function blocks that are made by the
programmer are located within the resource. The connections between these function blocks
are depicted in the resource and another form of function block, named Service Interface, is
responsible of linking the events and data coming from function blocks with the interface of
the resources. These connections are explained in Fig.13.
(Lewis, 2001)
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Figure 13: Resource model

Application model

According to IEC61499 an application consists of some function blocks linked between
each other by events and data flows which form a network. This network is the key to solve
the automation control problem that is the reason why the whole system has been created.
The most important characteristic an application has is that it can be fragmented into different
resources and events. Sometimes an application can be divided in subapplications. These
subapplications have the external aspect of a function block and its properties. Consequently,
the subapplications can be independently executed and have its own input\output event and
data variables but as applications the function blocks network they contain can be distributed
over different resources.
(Lewis, 2001)
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Function blocks definition, model and functionality

A function block is the simplest part in a system defined with the IEC 61499 standard.
It is defined as a unit of software with a certain functionality which contains data and
variables that can be manipulated in the same function block by several algorithms.
Depending on the function block type the data can be different. The main characteristics that
every function block has, independently of its type, are the ones that Fig.14 shows.

Figure 14: Basic Function Block

The function of the execution control part is to relation the input events with the
corresponding algorithms in the body and it is also responsible of triggering the output events
when the algorithms finish executing. According to what the standard says algorithms relate
event inputs and event outputs using the information of data inputs, creating data outputs.
(Lewis, 2001)
The body part of the function block hides the algorithms and the internal data related to
that specific function block.
There are different types of function blocks according to the IEC 61499 standard. The
type of function block depends on the behaviour and interfaces of it. This means that
depending of what kind of function block is needed for a certain part of the system, the type
can vary. There are three general types of function blocks:


Basic function block types: This sort of function blocks contain the different
algorithms that are executed when the input events are triggered. After the
algorithms have been executed and output variables have been written the
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output events are triggered. The action of choosing which algorithm has to be
executed is made by Execution Control Chart (ECC).
Composite function block types: The composite function blocks and
subapplications types are a variety of function block that are made by others
function blocks. This means that inside of a composite function block there is a
network of interconnected function blocks or other composite function blocks.
Service interface function block types: These function blocks are used to
communicate between different function blocks and a service that can be, for
example, a piece of hardware. Usually this type of function block works with
data transaction and this is why time sequence diagrams are used for this type
instead of event sequence diagrams.

A basic function block is executed in a certain order. This order is defined by
IEC61499 standard and cannot be changed or any of its parts deleted. The schedule for
execution that the standard defines is divided in eight parts as the Fig.15 shows.
(Lewis, 2001)
First of all, the values or data coming from external function blocks have to be stable.
Secondly, an input event is triggered and this makes the execution control to send to the
scheduling function a request to start with the algorithms. After the needed time to execute
the algorithms, these write in the output variables the new data and signals the scheduling
function to indicate to the execution control that the output event needs to be triggered.

Figure 15: Function Block action schedule
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3.7.Artificial Intelligence
In the beginning AI was considered just a tool to make metaphors about human
intelligence and understanding, but thanks to the development of technology it is becoming a
reality. AI is being applied in different fields such as engineering, biology, experimental
psychology, communication, game theory, mathematics and statistics, logic and philosophy
of linguistics. Some examples of these applications are the ‘Mars Rover’, an automatic robot
that NASA sent to Mars. And also the Autonomous Robotic Car from Stanford Racing Team
that was able to cross the desert of Las Vegas in less than seven hours.
(Buchanan, 2005)
There are different definitions about AI. Some of them are the following:
1. AI is when a machine performs tasks normally requiring human intelligence (Nilsson,
1971).
2. AI is the human behaviour which can be seen in machines (Slagle, 1971).
3. B.Raphael suggested the AI as a name of problems which humans do not yet know
how to solve by computer (Michie, 1971).
(Luger, 2009)
And finally, according to the Oxford dictionary, AI is:
4. “The theory and development of computer systems able to perform tasks normally
requiring human intelligence, such as visual perception, speech recognition, decisionmaking, and translation between languages.”
(Oxford, s.f.)
Next subchapters explain how AI can be realised. Also, the artificial neural network
concept and different paradigms are explained to understand how AI works and how it is
composed.

3.7.1. Robotic Paradigms

To develop an AI it is necessary to define a Robotic Paradigm at the beginning. A
paradigm looks for a mathematic model of a real system. So, if the correct paradigm is
applied, the problem can be solved easily. Consequently, if the paradigms of AI robotics are
applied, a particular application of the AI can be successfully performed.
Nowadays, there are three paradigms which organize AI in robotics: Hierarchical,
Reactive, and Hybrid deliberative/reactive. There are two ways of describing a paradigm:


The first way is the relation between the most basic characteristics of robotics:
Sense, Plan and Act. Sense category describes the functions that use the input
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information and these functions adapt it to be used by other functions as new
data. The functions that use the information to create tasks for the robot to
perform, belong to the Plan category. And finally, if a function controls the
robot or equipment it is considered to be in the Act category. These functions
can move the robot, close a gripper, and switch on a welding machine, among
other functions. All this is summed up in Fig.16.

Figure 16: Inputs and outputs of robot primitives



Another way of describing the paradigms is analysing how the data is used and
sent to each robot primitive part of the system. The same incoming data can be
used in a way by one function and differently in another part of the system,
depending on the function of the robot. The data is processed in each function as
local information instead of processing all the data in a global function and then
distributed to the functions.

The first step to carry out for a system with AI is constructing an architecture. An
architecture is a structure that must be followed to organize the development of a control
system. This structure must be created following different priorities. Ideally, an architecture
must be generic, having many reusable pieces for different platforms and robot tasks.
The next subchapters explain the different paradigms. The hierarchical paradigm is
explained in more detail because it would be the used method in the theoretical AI part for
this project.

The Hierarchical Paradigm

This paradigm is historically the oldest method to organize robotic intelligence. The
robot works according to priorities, creating a plan. The robot detects the world, plans the
action and acts step by step. All data taken by sensors data must be joined in only one global
world model to create a 3D map.

Architectures

In Hierarchical paradigm the most known kinds of architectures are Nested Hierarchical
Controllers (NHC), created by Meystel and the system developed by Albus, named NIST
Realtime Control System (RCS).
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Nested Hierarchical Controller

NHC architecture is composed of Sense, Plan and Act. In the Sense is the World
Model, with the basic information of the world given by sensors. In the next one there are
three steps: Mission Planner, Navigator and Pilot, which will be explained later. And Act
contains the Low-level Controller, which drives and steers the robot. All this composition is
explained in the Fig.17.

Figure 17: Nested Hierarchical Controller

Sensors give information of the world to the robot. This information is used to create
the data structure of the World Model through the Sense activity. The model must contain
basic information about the world, for example, a map of a shop-floor.
Once the World Model is created, the robot uses the Plan robot primitive characteristic.
Thanks to the three Plan steps listed above, the robot plans the actions or steps that it must
follow.






Mission Planner receives an objective from a human or it generates one from
itself using the previous objectives. Also, in this plan, the map of the world is
created, where the robot and the points of the objectives are included.
Then, Navigator takes the obtained information in the previous step. Navigator
creates the paths and a waypoint set, or straight lines which are sent to the next
step. These instructions are used by the robot to carry out the goal.
The last step, Pilot, reads the first instruction and decides which actions must be
followed by the robot.

If suddenly an obstacle appears in the trajectory, the robot requests information of the
sensors again and the World Model is refreshed. Even so, the cycle does not repeat, because
of the robot has a plan. So, Mission Planner or Navigator does not have to run again.
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Also, Pilot uses the World Model to check if the robot has reached the waypoints or if
there is an obstacle. If the robot has reached them, the Pilot informs the Navigator. If the
waypoints are not the objective, it means that there is another path to make the robot to
follow and the Navigator sends the new path to the Pilot. But, if the waypoints are the goal,
the Navigator informs to the Mission Planner that the robot has reached to the goal. And then,
Mission Planner will be able to send a new objective.
One disadvantage of NHC architecture is that it is thought to be used only as a
navigator system.
Real‐time Control System (RCS)

In RCS Sense architecture activities are grouped in Sensory Perception, World
Modelling and Knowledge Database modules (as see in Fig.18) The obtained information
from Sensory perception is sent to the World Modelling which, using the Knowledge
Database, constructs a global map. This map contains all kind of information from sensors
and domain knowledge.

Figure 18: RCS functional decomposition (Murphy, 2000)

The Value Judgment module is responsible of much of the Plan activity. This module
plans and simulates the maps to check that they work correctly. Then, Behaviour Generation
is performed, which transforms the plans into instructions that the robot must follow. And
finally, the instructions are sent to the ACT activity, where the robot joint motors are
manipulated.
Besides, there is a hidden module which is an operator or an interface. This module
allows debugging or observing the architecture program.
As it can be seen, the RCS has a similar organization as the NHC architecture but with
the main difference that in the module of the sensorial perception there is a useful step of preprocessing between the sensors and the world model. Also, Behaviour Generation module is
similar to NHC Pilot but the first one has less focus for Navigation tasks.

Advantages and disadvantages

The main advantage of using Hierarchical Paradigm is the relation between Sense, Plan
and Act that it provides. And some disadvantages are:
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Plan activity causes a bottleneck in the system, making the system slower due to the
actualization of the Global World Model. Also, the fact that there is no connection between
Sense and Act, removes all the immediate reactions. These reactions are named reflexes in
natural world. The disadvantage of the dependence on the Global World Model is that it
makes a simple task become quite time consuming. This waste of time is due to the useless
information provided by the model. And the last disadvantage is the uncertainty created by
the sensor noise or by the fact of not knowing if the robot has reached the objective or not.

The Reactive Paradigm

This paradigm was born by the disadvantages of the hierarchical paradigm and
ethological ideas. Also, it is the base part of Hybrid paradigm. Reactive paradigm removes
the Plan activity. The main idea of it is that all actions are realized by behaviours.
Here the sensors take data from the world model. Then, this information is directly sent
to ACT activity, creating the instructions that must be followed by the robot (see Fig.19).

Figure 19: Reactive Paradigm organization

Some characteristics of this paradigm are:







The actions are executed very fast.
This paradigm has no memory because it reacts with the input data directly.
The robots are agents used to operate in a specific ecological field.
There are no controllers, so the global behaviours are basic behaviours because
the direct connection between sense and act does not allow more complex
behaviours.
The Sense is local in each behaviour. It does not use a global World Model
common for every Sense.
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This paradigm is used to simulate animal behaviours.

The Hybrid Deliberative/Reactive Paradigm

Hybrid paradigm allows the control of robots in real time using low cost commercial
processors without memory. As there is no memory in the system it cannot plan optimal paths
or select the best behaviour to use according to the task.
This paradigm is a mix of the two previously explained paradigms. The organization of
this kind of paradigm is Plan and then Act-Sense, as is shown in Fig.20. First, the robot plans
how the problem can be divided into subtasks. Then, it plans what behaviours are useful to
perform the subtasks. Finally, the useful behaviours work in each subtask.

Figure 20: Hybrid paradigm organization

The Plan covers a large horizon requiring global knowledge. The fact that there are
Plan and World Model algorithms makes this part need expensive computational algorithms.
Hybrid Paradigm is an extension of the Reactive Paradigm. One of the differences
between them is the behaviour concept, the difference between them being:




Reactive Paradigm suggests reflexive behaviours that analyse the environment
before acting. This paradigm uses a set of primitive behaviours such as Plan,
Act and Sense.
In Hybrid Paradigm, behaviour has an ethological meaning which includes
reflexive, that analyse the environment before acting, innate, that is
implemented since the beginning, and learned behaviours, acquired while
working. This paradigm uses a set of sequenced behaviours over time. All this
makes outputs more useful, being able to combine concurrent behaviours.

(Murphy, 2000)

Learning and knowledge

For a system that requires a high adaptability it is important to have the capacity of
learning, to be able to interact with the environment and adapt to the different situations. The
most used method of learning for an AI system is named Symbol-Based. Symbol-Based
learning process characterizes the learning algorithms in several dimensions as Fig.21 shows.
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All these dimensions together make the system able to learn. The algorithms are very
different depending on the dimension they are characterizing.

Figure 21: Symbol-Based learning process

1.

Data and goals of the learning task. One way of characterizing the learning
problems is to analyse the goals of the learner and the available data supported
to the learner. The problems can be to find different pieces in the environment,
to assembly parts, to avoid collisions, etc. With the data, these algorithms try to
create a general concept of the problem to recognize the same pattern in the
future. The algorithms and memory that contains this information are located in
data and goals of the learning task. They can be constant, for example the shape
of a certain piece or the density of a material, or variable, for example, the paint
colour that can vary depending on the customer. The variable data can be
divided also into two parts:
 Data coming from the outside. This way of incoming data usually requires
an interface because it is a user or customer who gives the new data.
 Data coming from the system itself. The system can give new data
according to the results it gets from the actions or algorithms. For example,
if the system wants to know which robot movement is faster (the MoveJ or
MoveL), it can try both and measure the time. Comparing the results, it will
save in the MoveJ characteristics that it is fast and in the MoveL
characteristics that it is slow.
It is important to have a good quality of data. The data can come from wrong
algorithms that can give false information or can be obsolete and not useful
anymore. All the results are based on these data and that is why it is important
to have as correct information as possible.

2. Acquired knowledge and representation languages. The algorithms that are
characterized as acquired knowledge are the results of the learning system. The
way of representing these algorithms can be very different and can suit different
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scenarios. For example, one way of representing a plan can be a listed structure
as Fig.22.A shows, but, it is possible to represent an object also in a hierarchical
pyramid, a jar example in Fig.22.B. There are a lot of different representation
languages and there is no one better than the others. It depends on which is the
object to represent and what part is going to use that information.

Figure 22: Representation language as an acquired knowledge

3. Operations. The operations are responsible of adapting the representation
models to achieve the goals. These adaptions are made to construct a general
representation that can express all the possible cases. It can be done introducing
variables as Fig.23 shows. Some training examples are usually needed to create
the general representations. Using these examples the system creates the best
representation that fits with all the cases and, therefore, it becomes a general
representation that can be used with new situations.

Figure 23: Representation language with variables
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4. The concept space. In this part all the possible general representations are
located. These representations are the results of the combination between the
representation languages and the operations. Later, the Learner, the machine
that learns, will use this concept space to find the definition that best fits the
situation. The complexity of the concept space depends directly with the
difficulty of a learning problem. The more difficult a problem is, the more
complex is the concept space.
5. Heuristic search. The heuristic algorithms are responsible of selecting the best
representation language concept and using it to create an acquired knowledge. It
uses the training data to search efficiently and it may combine some general
representations changing constants to variables to create the best concept.
(Luger, 2009)

3.7.2. Artificial neural network

The best way of solving a big problem is dividing it into small pieces. The pieces will
be simpler to solve and to design, due to they have to deal with a smaller amount of
information. The union of lots of small parts will make the system act like an intelligent
organism. Artificial Neural Network (ANN) tries to follow this method dividing the problem.
The small pieces of the system are named nodes and these are connected between them. A
human brain works in a similar manner. The brain consists in many neurons; each neuron has
its own body, axon and dendrites as shown in Fig.24. Through the dendrites the body receives
the information coming from other neurons, after, it makes the small calculus and the axon
sends the information to the rest of the neurons. This is called a network.

Figure 24: Dendrites, axon and synapse

The system can be very complex; each node can have its own network inside. And the
connections can be very puzzling as well. The connections of the nodes determine the
system’s behaviour. This behaviour is emergent. That means that it is not possible to see what
the system will do basing just in one or two nodes.
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ANN systems are based on that kind of network, shown in Fig.25. Every connection
has its own weight; the importance of the input compared to the rest of them. For example, if
a weight is negative that means that the input has not a lot of influence in the node. Adjusting
the weight of the connection it is possible to have a different behaviour from the same design.

Figure 25: ANN system

The adjustment of the weights is a very difficult task because there can be thousands of
nodes in a big system. To do this difficult task some algorithms are used. There are a lot of
methods of doing this, since a lot of people are working on this field. Most methods start
giving random values to the weights. There are patterns saying what output values should the
system give at a certain input values. Comparing the output values with the pattern output
values when the inputs values are the same, the weight of the connections are adjust. This
process and adjustment algorithms creates a system able to learn. The learning process
happens when the weights are balanced.
(Gershenson, 2001)
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4. Creation and implementation of the solution
To achieve the demand required in the report specifications three different programs are
used for each necessary function. To simulate the virtual robot with the appropriate station
and environment a cell is created in RS. To carry out the communication between software a
program in VS is developed. This program can receive information from the cell and can start
and stop the robot. Also, using ABB API can load RAPID files into the controller. In nS the
FBs that make decision are located. This is the responsible of choosing which the next target
is and also of writing the ‘.mod’ file. This file contains the useful instructions that the robot
must follow to achieve the objective, and it is the file type that RS can understand. The nS
and VS are communicating using UDP protocol.

4.1.RobotStudio
The goal of the project is to control a robot in a cell. The control system has to have
access to the information of the pieces as well, position and orientation basically. There is not
a sensor in the market capable of giving that information. Because of this, RS has been used
to simulate a robot with a controller and a cell with different pieces. Virtual sensors are used
to get the pose (position and orientation) information of the pieces. Those sensors are located
within a component in RS called Smart Component. The information of the Smart
Component cannot be sent directly anywhere. Instead, a tool named add-in will be used. An
add-in is a part of RS that can be programmed. One specific add-in has been created to send
the pose information to the VS program.
4.1.1. Virtual environment and cell

The station in RS that contents the robot, different pieces, the cell and the controller of
the robot is depicted in Fig.26.

Figure 26: Robot cell
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Ten pieces, apart from the cell itself and the robot are created for this station. The
Smart Components sense only these pieces because they are used to perform the assembly
function. The used robot is IRB 140, an ABB company’s creation. The selected robot is a
good example of a machine with six degrees of freedom.

4.1.2. Add‐in

The add-in is programmed in VS, but, instead of running the code as a regular program,
it is just built. The result of it is a ‘.dll’ file. This file is saved in “C:\Program Files
(x86)\Common Files\ABB Industrial IT\Robotics IT\RobotStudio\Addins”. It is important to
save the file here because the RS software will check if there is any add-in in that folder.
The add-in program is responsible of getting the pose information from the Smart
Components and sending this information to the VS program. First, to access to the virtual
position sensors, a variable that represents the station is created. The active project is saved in
that variable so all the parts in the station can be accessed. Using the station variable it is
possible to create a new Smart Component, remove an actual object, and create a new one…
There is almost no limit. In this project the variable will be used to access to the piece
positions sensors.
To get the pose information first of all the position sensors have to be found in the
station by the add-in program. Each sensor is saved in a variable, and an event handle is
created. If any of the properties of the sensor is changed, either the position or the orientation,
a function is called. In this function the position and orientation are sent to VS program using
UDP protocol. As a result, every time a piece is moved the new position and orientation will
be sent to the appropriate port.
To send the information a port per piece is bound. What ports are used to this purpose
is not important because they are used only to send the information to the destination port.
The destination ports have to be the same that VS program will use. These ports are bound by
VS program and every piece of information sent to those ports will be treated as pose
information. Because of this it is important to have the same ports in VS and the add-in. The
ports that the data will be sent to are:











Port 3000: Shaft inventory.
Port 3001: Washer inventory.
Port 3002: Base.
Port 3003: Finished piece inventory.
Port 3004: Shaft red.
Port 3005: Shaft blue.
Port 3006: Shaft yellow.
Port 3007: Washer yellow.
Port 3008: Washer blue.
Port 3009: Washer red.
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4.2.VisualStudio
In this project VS has been used to communicate the program made in nS with the RS
assembly cell. The communication program is needed because RS uses API to access to the
controller. The API program is in c# language, which is not supported by nS. Therefore, the
objective for the VS program in c# was just to control the virtual robot as the program in nS
says, but, as it will be more deeply explained further in this section, this code is responsible
also of the pose representation.
The VS program follows the flowchart depicted in Fig.27, each part is explained in next
subchapters.

Figure 27: VS program flowchart
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4.2.1. Initialization

First of all the system finds all the available controllers. Immediately after it checks if
the controller named ‘Assignment_System’ is within the available controllers. If the
controller is available the program will connect to it. After the Search_Controller and
Connect_Controller functions the program in VS has access to the controller. Therefore, the
program can start the production, load RAPID files in the controller and use digital signals,
among other functions.
After the program has been connected to the robot controller, the next step is to bind the
UDP ports that will be used for the communication between nS and the add-in. Binding a port
means that all the information that is sent to a port will be read by a specific part of the code.
In the UDP protocol it is not possible to have two or more parts that request to bind a port.
This is why in the program 13 ports are bound. Ten of them are for the piece information;
each piece’s pose information is send through a specific port. The rest three ports are for
sending information and receiving information from the nS program. The ports are ordered
like this:














Port 3000: Shaft inventory.
Port 3001: Washer inventory.
Port 3002: Base.
Port 3003: Finished piece inventory.
Port 3004: Shaft red.
Port 3005: Shaft blue.
Port 3006: Shaft yellow.
Port 3007: Washer yellow.
Port 3008: Washer blue.
Port 3009: Washer red.
Port 4535: To send information to nS program.
Port 4089: The port from the information to nS program will be sent.
Port 4444: Through this port the information or commands coming from the nS
program will be received.

4.2.2. Routine

This routine is performed every 200ms. It checks the status of the robot, it saves the
poses of the pieces and it sends this information to nS using UDP protocol.
There is an add-in in RS that sends the pose of each piece to the previously explained
ports. This add-in is configured to send the information of the each piece to a specific port.
When a string is received in the VS program from any of the previously showed ports, this
information is saved in a variable to contain the pose of the object. After saving the pose
information, this is compared with the previous pose. If the new one and the previous one are
different it means that the object has been moved. There is another string variable with a
character that represents the pose of the piece in one character form. In the case that the piece
has been moved, this character is changed to show the movement.
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The status of the robot is checked to know if the robot has finished doing the RAPID
file. If the robot is still working, the status is ‘running’, and the program will send a string to
nS with the status and with the piece pose representative characters. The string looks like in
Fig.28.

Figure 28: String sent by VS to nS

The first three characters represent the status of the controller. ‘STO’ means stopped
and ‘RUN’ means running. The rest of the characters are the pose of the pieces. Later, the nS
program will compare these characters with the previously sent characters. If any of the
characters are different, it will understand that the piece has been moved.

4.2.3. Request Movement

Once the robot has performed the RAPID code, the routine part will detect that the
robot is stopped and it will break the routine. Then it will send the status of the robot and the
poses to nS program as shown in Fig.28. After the information is sent to nS program, the VS
program will create a ‘.mod’ file. In this file the position of each piece will be defined. When
the RAPID code, written by nS program, says that the robot must perform a movement to a
piece or place, this piece or place will be defined in the RAPID file written by VS.
In the last part of the code, the program will wait until the nS program sends ‘Done’.
This will mean that the movement file has been created. If the nS program has created the file
that says what movement the robot must perform, and the VS program has also created the
file that defines the piece poses, the last program has to replace these files in the robot
controller. After replacing the files, it will start the robot. The controller will read the RAPID
line that has been loaded and it will perform the action that the nS sent.
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4.2.4. Interruption code

Apart of the normal functionality of the program, there is an interruption part. Here, if
the nS program sends the string ‘Stop’ to the VS program, the last one has to stop the
production, then stop the routine part of the program and wait until the robot is stopped. Once
the robot is stopped, the program will send the status and the poses representation to nS
program. Finally, it will create the file that defines the piece poses again. This process is
depicted in Fig.29.

Figure 29: Interruption flowchart
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After the interruption, the program will wait until nS program sends ‘Done’ to continue
with the normal functionality.

4.3.nxtStudio
In nS all the needed decisions are made. In other words, the flexibility and adaptability
of the virtual robot is done through the union of different function blocks. These joined make
a bigger function block named in this program as composite.
In this chapter, the general program made by composites unions is explained. Only
composite and some important singles FB are detailed, where the control system or specific
algorithms are situated.

Figure 30: Communication and interface of the program in nS

Fig.30 shows the most overviewed program where:



E_RESTART is the FB which only has to initiate the rest of FBs.
Interface is the FB used to show to the user the interface in which the colour
order is chosen. See Fig.31.

Figure 31: Interface
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In the interface there are different buttons with distinct functions:
1. Automatic: a default order is chosen (blue, red and yellow)
2. Red, Blue and Yellow: depending in which order the colour buttons are
pressed will decide the order that the robot should take the pieces.
3. Clear: it is used to restart the boxes, deleting the contents of it, if users
want to rectify the chosen order.
4. Send: once that the order is chosen this button send the information
through a string that will be interpreted in the FB named Robot.
Robot is the composite where FB control system is located, it analyses the order
chosen by the user. Taking into account the order it sends to WriteDocument the
needed information to write the code that the robot should perform. An example
could be:
1. OV_Command: “MoveJ ”
2. OV_Position: “ShaftRed;”
3. OV_Velocity: “, v100”.
4. OV_Precision: “, fine”.
5. OV_Tool: “, LGripper;”
WriteDocument is an interface which carries out the creation of a “.mod”
document where the instructions to move the robot are written. When this
document is created, the FB sends a string through TCPIO to VS. This is an
example of what kind of file the WriteDocument will create following the
previous example:
MODULE Module1
PROC main()
MoveJ ShaftRed, v100, fine, LGripper;
ENDPROC
ENDMODULE
Whenever this FB is activated, the “.mod” is replaced by a new one with the
new command.



TCPIO sends the information to VS to control the robot.
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In the Fig.32 the inside of “Robot” composite is shown and also each component is
explained:

Figure 32: Robot composite



TCPIO manages the information coming from VS. This information, with the
string format, contains the position information of each piece and the state of
the robot.
Instead of receiving the pose, it just receives a representation of it. It is not
possible the reception of the complete position and orientation because of a
limitation in nS, is further explained deeply in
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Discussion. For example:

DATAIN = RUNacegikmoqs = IV_Code. Where:
This method is carried out in this way because of limitations of the own
program that will be explained later.


Resource2 receives the piece colour order from the interface and the code sent
by the UDP, named in this FB as "IV_Code". The data sent by this composite is
the same than "Robot" composite, seen previously.
There are fix names in the input variables of the positions because these names
are used in RS to name the positions of each piece the reason of this is also
explained in
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Discussion.
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OrderSelector and Movements composites, Resource2_Decoder and MotionAlarm are
shown in Fig.33. OrderSelector and Movements are composites but MotionAlarm and
Resource2_Decoder are basic FBs.

Figure 33: Resource2 composite









Resource2_Decoder separates the code in eleven variables; one is the state of
the robot, RUN or STO. If the state is “STO” the FB triggers the EO_State, later
this information will be used in OrderSelector composite to know that the robot
is stopped. The other ten elements are the situation of each piece of the station,
explained in the TCPIO of the Fig.32.
MotionAlarm is the responsible of warning if one piece is moved. If it happens
an event goes to OrderSelector. This FB is always working, regardless if the
robot is stopped or running.
OrderSelector is the most important composite in the project. It is composed by
some basics FB that makes the system intelligent. The control system is created
using loops, counters and conditions (ifs and cases), deciding what action,
position and tool must be used.
If an alarm happens, a piece is moving, this FB puts priority in going to a safe
point. Also, if all the pieces have been placed, it will order to the robot to go to a
safe position.
Due to the importance of this composite, some aspects of it will be explained
later in detail.
Movements is the composite where all kind of movements made by the robot
are situated. Depending of the decision of OrderSelector this composite will
send the appropriate command variables to move the robot.
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The only basic FB which will be explained is inside the OrderSelector composite (see
Fig.34). Loops, counters and conditions are used to make the FBs control system, analysing
all possible cases and deciding what is the best way.

Figure 34: OrderSelector composite







The FB Manager knows when the robot is stopped, the position of the pieces,
the order of the colours and when TakePiece or LeavePiece FB finishes. Using
counters and loops the FB Manager decides which one is the robot next move.
This counters and loops works with the information coming from the input
events and data, increasing for example when the robot is stopped.
TakePiece and LeavePiece are the responsible of sending the enough commands
to take or leave a piece. These will write part of the code that RS will read.
When all the movements are done the output event that says ‘is done’ is
triggered. For example, to take a piece the next steps are necessary:
1. Move the robot to a point above from the target piece.
2. Move linearly the robot to the position of the piece.
3. Close the gripper.
4. Finally, move linearly up the robot to disjoin the piece from the
hole/protrusion.
The OrderSelectorEvents FB is necessary because only one output event and
output data can be connected to the composite output ports. In other words, if
TakePiece is done this FB sends the information from TakePiece but if
LeavePiece is done its information is send.
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A good way to explain the FBs control system of this project is studying the Manager
separately (see Fig.35) with its ECC as Fig.36 shows. Here the different counters and
conditions are connected to perform the control.

Figure 35: Manager

To understand the ECC it is necessary to
know about some concepts:
 Blue box: represents a state, which is
initialized when the event/s are
trigger or condition is true (they are
written in the middle of arrows
between the START and the state)
 Grey box: when a state runs it
activates the algorithm written in this
box.
 Pink box: finally, when the algorithm
finishes it can trigger an event. This
event is written in this box.
Once the algorithm is done and the output
event triggered the flow can go back to the
start or go to the next state. This can be done
setting an arrow with a “1” (always the next
state will run) or with a condition.

Figure 36: ECC Manager

Mainly there are three important counters:
Counter_Colours (CC) which defines what colour must be treated by the robot.
Counter_Bodies (CB) which defines if the robot must manipulate a shaft or a washer.
Counter_States (CS) represents the function take or leave a piece. Depending of what
value is in the counter the robot will do different actions (the number is equivalent to the
value). The actions are:
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1. At the beginning the CB and CC start in 0, therefore the first piece always will
be a shaft and the colour will be the first one chosen by the user. So, the
instructions that the robot must follow is in take function, taking a shaft of the
colour_1 (colour_1 represents the first colour chosen by the user).
2. It does the same that the previous step but now the robot must leave the piece in
the base, using leave function.
3. Here the CB is 1, so the robot must take a washer of colour_1.
4. It does the same that the previous step but now the robot must leave the washer
inside the colour_1 shaft, using leave function.
5. CB is 0, the colour_1 shaft must be taken, with the colour_1 washer assembled.
6. The robot leaves the piece in the piece inventory.
7. CC increases and CS is again 1, repeating all previous phases but now with the
colour_2 and then with the colour_3.
When the CS is 7 and CC is 3 means that all the pieces are assembled and an output
event (EO_Finish) is triggered, ordering to the robot to go to a safe point.
This is depicted in Fig.37.

Figure 37: Logistic scheme
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This composite, see Fig.38, is composed by basic FBs, which only send the appropriate
command, position, velocity, precision and tool names necessary to write the complete
instruction. This instruction is in a document (.mod) which will be read by RS. A brief
explanation of each FB is:

Figure 38: Movements component











Action_Decoder orders which instruction must be done. It receives a string that
identifies each instruction and depending of it the suitable event will be
triggered.
MoveJ will send a joint move with the corresponding position, a velocity of
100, a fine precision and depending of the piece is a washer or shaft the tool will
be big gripper or little gripper, respectively.
MoveL makes the same function that the previous one but with a lineal move.
MoveOffSet makes a movement to an approximation of a position, being able to
be in x, y and/or z axis.
OpenCloseGripper only writes “OpenGripper;” or “CloseGripper”.
MoveSafe orders to the robot to go to a safe point with a joint move.
MovementsEvents has the same function than OrderSelectorEvents (Fig.34).

4.4.Function Block Control System
The FB control system is created with the combination of different FBs. These FBs are
explained in subchapter 4.3. In the composite called OrderSelector the overall decisions are
taken such as which piece has to take, leave or place next. This is done using counters, loops
and conditions.
Counters have been used to know in which step the robot is. Depending on this the next
step is known. This has been programmed to work in the actual cell where the shaft and
washers should be mounted. This is carried out in the FB named Manager. It sends what
piece and what movement, take or leave piece, the robot have to do.
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The rest of the control system is divided in FBs named TakePiece and LeavePiece.
Within these FBs the needed movements to take and leave piece are saved. Every time the
robot does the movement it goes to stop state and this information is send to nS. Afterwards
the TakePiece and LeavePiece FBs will use the information to know if the required
movement has been done or not. For example, to take a piece the robot must get close to the
piece from above, go to the centre of the piece, close the gripper, lift the piece a little bit up
and move a little bit backwards. All this movements combined are needed to take a piece.
That is why, once the TakePiece is triggered, it takes five robot stop states to take the piece.
When the FB TakePiece is done it triggers the output event that represent that the piece is
taken.
The feedback between the different action FBs and the Manager FB makes the system
simpler and the position and orientation sensors makes it adaptive. The Manager uses the
counters to know what action do next and after triggering the action FB it waits until the
response. Counting the responses it knows which movement is the next one.
The control system can adapt its movement to the position and orientations of the parts.
It does not matter where the parts are located, if the robot can reach them, the robot will use
them. The adaptability of the system is based on this principle. Basically, the robot can adapt
to the pose of the parts, instead of having to place the parts in a certain position.
The control system is adequate for this task in this specific assembly cell. If the task
changes, the function block Manager should be changed, reprogrammed, or a new Manager
FB should be done. But the rest of the FBs and their interconnections would be the same.
Also, if the robot has to perform a different action, such as welding or screwing, a new FB
should be created. In this new FB the movements to perform that action would be
programmed following the TakePiece or LeavePiece FBs pattern. These action FBs are
universal and it would be the same for all the robots. The Manager FB would call the needed
action FB when it is required.

4.5.Artificial Intelligence
Different AI classes have been studied to find the appropriate one for the project. The
most common classes are the Artificial Neural Network (ANN), hierarchical, reactive, and
hybrid deliberative/reactive. All these methods are deeply explained in the Artificial
Intelligence chapter of the literature review. Finally, the hierarchical has been chosen. The
conclusions of each class are:


ANN has a lot of inconveniences. Even if it is the most adaptable one, the
programming for this kind of system is very complex. Also it requires a very good
processor. If the system is complex, a lot of nodes and functions are used and
therefore the computational power rises exponentially. The computational power is
the amount of calculations that the processor is able to do. If this is high it means that
a lot of operations are made per second.
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Reactive is more related to simulate human and animal behaviour than robot control.
The main characteristic of these AI systems is the fact that the input information can
be understood differently by each function. For the control of the robot in this project
this is illogical, consequently, this kind of AI was discarded.
Hybrid deliberative/reactive is a mixed class between reactive and hierarchical. The
control part decides how the system should react with different input events. Once the
decisions are made, it will automatically react to the inputs actuating in the robot. This
is not appropriate for this problem because it has to be able of rewriting the path if the
pieces are moved or if the user requests it.
The hierarchical AI method has been decided because of many reasons. It does not
require a lot of computational power. It divides the parts to perform no more than one
task at the same time. The amount of operations is reasonable; it is one of the simplest
AI classes. Most importantly, the hierarchical method is directly related to robot
control.
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4.5.1. System with hierarchical AI

As Fig.39 shows, the system is divided into four parts. The sensors and the virtual robot
tools are used to get information and to simulate a robot. User interface is where the user
selects what kind of assembly function the system must perform.

Figure 39: System with hierarchical AI

4.5.2. User interface

In the interface the user can choose different tasks that will be performed by the robot.
It has different sections:





One section contains a list of pieces. For example; a shaft, a washer, a screw...
Another section is used to choose what application or action must be done. Following
the previous example, some possible applications could be take and leave, assemble,
clean, cut, glue…
And the last section contains the different sites (e.g. base, inventory…), where the
pieces can be placed or manipulated. If two pieces are chosen, means that the two
pieces must be treated using the selected application. For example, if the task is to
glue a washer and a shaft, the user must select the washer and shaft pieces, and the
glue task.

As a result, the interface sends to the next part, Plan category, the list of the actions
chosen by the user. All the lists are saved in a memory, and they can be selected in a future if
the user wants to perform the same assembly.
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4.5.3. Hierarchical AI

This part of the system is designed as a hierarchical AI. A general scheme of this part is
depicted in Fig.40. A hierarchical structure has three primitive parts; Sense, Plan and Act. In
the Sense part, the information from the sensor is treated so every function can access to the
data. The Plan part is the responsible of planning an actuation set of instruction to fulfil the
objective. These instructions are carried out thanks to the Act part. Here the robot is
controlled so it performs the requested actions. The theory of the hierarchical method is
explained in the 3.7.1 chapter of the literature review.

Figure 40: Hierarchical AI

The design of the AI can be easily transcribed to the IEC 61499 standard. Each part in
Sense, Plan and Act categories can be described as composites, as Fig.41 shows. Within these
composites, a lot of FBs will be located and the algorithms of those FBs will compose the
hierarchical AI. Also, the learning ability can be divided in FBs. The different parts that
create the learning ability, is described in
Learning and knowledge chapter, are spread in the whole system. Data and goals of the
learning task, Representational languages, Operations, and Concept space would be part of
the Assembly Functions. Here all the data is received and modified to be understandable for
next parts. In Task Manager the Heuristic search action and Acquired knowledge algorithms
will be located. These will interfere with the Plan category of the hierarchical AI.
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Figure 41: Function Block hierarchical AI

Each part will be explained next.

Sense

The Sense part is responsible of getting the commands from the user and save them in
the correct format. There is a function named ‘Assembly Functions’ that does the receiving
part. The Assembly Functions will consist on a memory where different commands will be
saved. These commands are chosen by the user in the interface and saved in a form that can
be sent to the Task Manager. For example, if the user chooses that the robot must perform an
assembly task where a washer should be mounted on a shaft, the task will be saved. Next
time, if the user wants to do the same assembly task, it will be available in the memory.
The information will be sent in a form that the Task Manager can understand. It would
look something like this for the previous example:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Take a shaft.
Put it in the base or place to assemble.
Take a washer.
Mount it in the shaft.
Take the finished piece.
Leave it in the inventory or the finished piece place.
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The advantage of this method is that the user can change the assembly task really fast if
it was saved before. Also, as it receives the information of the pieces, this part can check if
there are enough pieces to perform successfully the assembly task.

Plan

Here the information from the Assembly Functions is used to create a plan of how the
robot should perform the assembly. It is composed by three functions; Task Manager, Path
Generator and Orientation Generator. The Task Manager creates a set of instructions to
perform the assembly. As a result, the task manager sends an action, such as move to a
certain position or to activate a tool. This information is sent to Path Generator. Here it
analyses the target position and it determines if the robot is going to collide with something
or not. The Orientation Generator makes the same operation but with the wrist orientation.
Each part of the Plan will be explained in this chapter:

Task Manager

Here the system decides where the robot must go. After receiving the “what to do”
information from the Assembly Functions, this part of the system writes the movements in
order. Task Manager has access to the pose information and, therefore, knows which pieces
are available in the working cell. Using this information the Task Manager creates a virtual
world model. After verifying that there are enough pieces in the cell, the Task Manager will
start deciding where the robot must go.
To decide what piece the robot must use first, the system uses a position based method.
The piece that is closest to the robot is the first one and the furthest piece is the last one. This
method is used because it avoids possible collisions. If the robot takes the closest pieces there
will be fewer obstacles when it goes to take the furthest one. The comparison is made in the
virtual world model.
The movements will be written according to a memory. For example, to take a shaft the
robot must:
1. Put itself above the piece. This movement can be done with MoveJ instruction.
2. Put the gripper in the centre of the piece. This has to be done using MoveL
instruction.
3. Close the gripper.
4. Raise a little bit the piece. This is done also using MoveL.
5. Move backward not to collide with anything. This can be done either with
MoveJ or MoveL.
The memory will contain different movements and actions such as take, leave, weld,
screw… The movements will be written directly with the position and not with the name of
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the object. As a result, the Task Manager sends a pose, position and orientation, to the next
functions.
Path Generator

This part receives the position from the Task Manager. For the Path Generator that
position is considered to be the target, the position where the robot is supposed to move. The
objective of the Path Generator function is to analyse if there is any threat for the robot when
it tries to go to the target.
To know if an object is going to collide with the robot when it is moving to the target,
some math calculations are done. With these calculations it is possible to determine if the
robot is going to hit something or not. And if the robot cannot go to the target directly, the
Path Generator creates a middle point to avoid the collision.
To better explain the Path Generator, an example is explained. In this example, the
robot is located in [500, 50, 1300], the objective is to go to [600, 0, 1250] and an object is in
the position [550, 25, 1270]. The program does not know if the object is an obstacle or not.
The situation is shown in Fig.42.

Figure 42: Three points, robot, target and obstacle

The first equations, Equation 1 and Equation 2, are made to simulate the trajectory of
the robot. It is a line between Robot point (R) and the Target point (T). RT represents the
direction vector between the Robot and Target, the trajectory is shown in Fig.43.
RT

Xt

Xr, Yt

Yr, Zt

Zr

Equation 1

Trajectory

Robot

Equation 2
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Figure 43: Ideal trajectory of the robot

Once the trajectory is defined, the next step is to get the perpendicular distance between
the object (Ob) and the trajectory. Q is the perpendicular point to the line and ObQ is the
distance .The distance is depicted in Fig.44 and the equation is Equation 3:
ObQ

ObRxRT
RT
Equation 3

Figure 44: Distance between trajectory and obstacle

For safety reasons the robot has to maintain a margin (M) with the objects in the cell. If
the distance calculated in the previous equation is bigger than a margin, the robot will not
collide with that object. Otherwise, if the distance is not bigger than the safety margin, a
middle point will be created. The robot will go through this middle point to avoid the threat.
Between the middle point and the obstacle, the distance will be exactly the margin. This is
because to calculate the new point, the margin value has been added to the obstacle point in
the direction to the original trajectory. How the point can be calculated is shown in the
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equations Equation 4, Equation 5, Equation 6, Equation 7 and Equation 8. The graphical
result is depicted in Fig.45.
RQ

ROb

ObQ

RT

Equation 4

Q

RT ∗ RQ

RT
RT

Equation 5

R

ObQ

Equation 6

ObQ
ObQ

Equation 7

New point

ObQ ∗ M

Ob

Equation 8

Figure 45: New point

Using the new point the obstacle is avoided but two movements are needed instead of
one. The final trajectory in this particular case is the one shown in Fig.46.

Figure 46: New trajectory of the robot
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Orientation Generator

The Orientation Generator has the same objective as the Path Generator and it is used
also to know how to take one object. To analyse if the robot will collide or not with the
objects that are around, this part of the program will create a ‘ring’ surrounding the piece. If
this ‘ring’ is empty, the system will understand that there are no objects in the safety margins
of the piece and, therefore, it will take the piece with the simplest joints configuration. The
main idea is depicted in Fig.47.

Figure 47: Piece available area

To know if there is an obstacle in the wrist perimeter there is a simple equation,
Equation 9, that detects if a piece is in a safety ratio (SR) or not.
|TOb|
Equation 9

T is the target and Ob means obstacle. If the distance between these points is shorter
than the SR, then the orientation of the tool (TO) will be limited as the Equation 10 shows.
TO

TOb
TOb

Equation 10

Supposing that the tool is pointing directly where the y axes is pointing, the TO will be
the y unit vector. Also the z axes will be pointing up, because that is the natural position for
the tool. Therefore, with this information and suppositions the third axes can be calculated
like Equation 11, Equation 12 and Equation 13 show.
y

TO

Equation 11
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z

0i

0j

1k

Equation 12

x

yxz

Equation 13

This is a simple way of troubleshooting the simplest problems. But if the tool has a
different configuration, for instance the objects are not grabbed always in the same way, the
equations have to be adapted.
Another parameter that the Orientation Generator has to take into account is that not all
the pieces are grabbed the same way. The cylinders, for example, can be taken in any angle
because they are spherical and symmetric. But the screws have a fixed orientation. A screw is
useless if it is taken incorrectly. A memory is used to know how each kind of piece should be
taken. This is not included in the algorithms because that is a logical control.

Act

The program part related to control the robot is in the Act category. The robot motors
are not manipulated directly from here. Instead, a RAPID file is created. Here the code that
the robot will follow is written. Next, the code is loaded in the robot controller and the robot
is controlled manipulating the controller. This is more deeply explained in the
implementation part 4.2.3. The control of the robot has been made in the same manner.
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5. Discussion
In the beginning the idea was to program all the communication between RS and the AI
using nS. Unfortunately this was not possible due to several limitations found in nS. One of
them is the impossibility to use external libraries caused by the impossibility of using C#
language in this software. These libraries are needed to control the virtual robot, so finally the
control of the robot was carried out using VS.
All communication between the different programs is made with UDP protocol.
However, this protocol is not very safe and it loses communication and data quite easily. One
of the limitations of nS is the impossibility to use another kind of communication protocol,
such as TCPIO.
Another limitation of nS is that does not allow using string variables bigger than
fourteen characters. The pose information contains more than fourteen characters, at least
sixty characters per piece, and there are ten pieces. Therefore, it is not possible for nS to hold
the position and orientation of each piece. Because of this, the FB control system has no real
information about the environment. As a result, it is not possible to program the robot in a
way that avoids collisions with others objects and adapt the gripper to take and leave pieces
in the best orientation.
Related to the string characters limitation, nS cannot compare directly the pose of each
piece with the previous one. This is done in VS, which sends a string with enough
information to know if a piece is moved or not. This topic is deeply explained in Fig.25,
chapter 4.2. If in nS the string character limitation is improved, there is no need of changing
anything in the code of the FBs.
In nS, the necessary code to move the robot is written in a document of “.mod” type.
There is a specific FB to write documents, but it was useless because of the string character
limitation and also all the text is written within quotation marks. Finally, an interface was
used to write the “.mod” document.
Simulation is a really good tool to save money in research and systems analysis. It is a
useful instrument to study complex systems, organize a new system, extend knowledge about
new simulation designs, test the importance or the effects of inputs and outputs, or calculate
the capabilities of a machine. So, the simulation was really helpful to carry out this project.
Once the station is simulated, the FB control system will use it as a real robot, and therefore,
it is possible to determine if the control system works or not. Thanks to the simulation the
project is cheaper because of many reasons. One of them is that it is not necessary to develop
new sensors to give information about the poses of the pieces. Virtual position sensors are
used instead of creating new sensors. Another reason is that there is no need to install the
station in a real environment. And also, if a company has not an articulated robot, simulation
of a robot installation can be done to know about the profitability of the complete system.
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In RS software there are two main difficulties to simulate the system. The first
difficulty is the use of the attach function. In RS to manipulate a piece with the robot gripper
it is necessary to configure a Smart Component named “attach”. This function makes the
simulation more real. And the problem is that sometimes the pieces stay attached when they
were not supposed to. And the other difficulty is the simulation of the gravity. To simulate
the gravity a down force is applied to each piece, and the force must disappear when the piece
touches another object. The force has a constant value; it does not depend on the piece
weight.
Also, carrying out an AI in an articulated robot system is not an efficient solution for
simple assembly tasks. The computational power that an AI system requires is very high, and
to perform simple assembly tasks it is not necessary to have such a complex solution. Most of
the assembly performances asked to the system will be of low complexity level.
Nevertheless, the AI system becomes more and more efficient if the environment has a
lot of possible scenarios. When these scenarios are unpredictable it is not possible to program
the control system to know what to do. And even if the scenarios are predictable is not always
efficient, possible, neither logical to program a control system instead of an AI if there are
millions of different scenarios. It would be very time consuming in the programming part,
apart from the fact that the result would require more computational power than an AI system
because of the constant checking of the big memory.
The development of an AI in a system would give a level of independence that it is
impossible to achieve with a simple control system. On the one hand, the main advantage of
this independence is that the system is able to adapt to unpredictable scenarios and learn how
to face them successfully. In a conventional control system this is impossible and the system
should be reprogrammed.
On the other hand, it is very difficult to develop a system that is able to learn. The act of
learning in a machine is performed by algorithms that understand the environment. With the
goals and objectives, usually given by the user, and the understanding of the environment, the
learning part of the AI is able to create different strategies. To create these strategies it is
necessary to combine both understanding part, goals and objective. This last part is the
hardest one because it has to figure out the best way of completing the goals with the
environment.
Another big advantage of using an AI system, even if it is not treated in this project, is
that different machines with individual AI systems would communicate between them and
create a more efficient plant. If it is possible to communicate different AI systems that are
located in the same production line, the productivity of the plant would increase. Also, some
issues, such as the breakdown of one machine, could be automatically solved.
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6. Conclusions
In this chapter all the conclusions are explained. Advantages and disadvantages of each
program and the system are detailed.
The objectives set in the project specifications have been accomplished. An adaptive
robotic control system has been designed following the IEC 61499 standard. In addition, the
control system knows the position of each part situated in the station, using that information,
the robot stops when a part is moved.
Due to some limitations of the nxtStudio software, which are explained in previous
chapters, it is impossible to create AI in the control system. Also, these limitations make the
programming more difficult because of the use of two programs instead of one.
By the lack of real positions sensors, virtual ones are used in RobotStudio. Because of
this, the project is only feasible in simulation in a virtual environment. Also, is a project
specification to use virtual sensors and therefore the project must be only simulated. These
position sensors have to be designed. The design itself is another project. This new system
would give the needed information about the position and orientation of each piece. Also, if
in a future work the AI is developed and carried out in the real world, it will be a really useful
and efficient tool.
The IEC 61499 standard is a good support to develop AI in a system. The main
advantage of using this standard is its structure. In the structure a system can be divided into
subtasks built with function blocks. Each FB can care of a specific part of an AI operation. AI
can be divided in different tasks. These tasks could take care of planning paths, generating
the outputs, learning new concepts, adapting the information from sensors, and other
functions that are needed.
The used standard is an event based language. This means that every step is done when
an event is triggered. This is useful because the programming is more intuitive, and it does
not require high programming skills. But, if it is necessary to create a program that
continuously checks the status of a variable, it is not possible with this event based language.
It is necessary to create an event that triggers the functions to check the status as continuously
as possible.
On the one hand, the AI has a very big adaptability level. On the other hand, the
systems that contain an AI requires a lot of computational power. The result of these
characteristics is that it is a good idea to develop a system with AI if the task to perform is an
environment that changes continuously. For example, if a robot is working in a dangerous
environment it is not necessary to reprogram the robot; this action can be dangerous for the
programmer. The main advantage of the AI systems is that it can adapt itself to new
situations and learn from the environment itself. As a result, there is no need for a person to
adapt the robot for the new situation.
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In the case of this project, because of its specifications, it is not necessary to elaborate a
complex AI. Only a control system, able to make the robot adaptable, is necessary to be
developed. The implementation of the AI is not part of the project specifications.
The basic situations that require an articulated robot can be solved using a simple
adaptive program. If the problem to solve by the robot changes or the robot is located in a
new environment, adapting the system proposed in this project would be enough. Adding new
tools or actions is very simple; therefore, it can perform a lot of different tasks. As in the
standard each tool or action is an independent FB, it is simple to implement a new part in the
whole system. To implement new parts, the only change that is necessary is the connection
between FBs. These connections do not require a high programming knowledge.
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7. Future work
Once the nS, software to develop this project will be capable to use a string bigger than
fourteen characters to communicate between FBs, it will be possible to develop an AI part for
the virtual robot. This improvement can affect how the robot works with the different pieces,
being able, for example, to configure the orientation of the wrist for the optimum angle. Also,
if this improvement is carried out the AI can know if there is any obstacle between the target
and the tool of the robot. In that case the AI could try to avoid the obstacle recalculating the
trajectory and putting some points above the obstacle or just notify to the responsible staff
about the obstacle.
In this project some virtual sensors are used, which provide the enough information
about the piece, the position and the orientation of each piece. If a real sensor will be able to
give this information of a part the system could be used in real world with a real robot.
For this assembly simulation the actions of taking and placing a part are needed but if
in a future cell another working movement are needed, such as welding or screwing, these
FBs should be created.
The AI design, made in chapter 0
Artificial Intelligence, can be developed and applied. The design is not finished, it is a
first approximation. In order to apply the design in the real life, a lot of testing is necessary.
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Annex 1: VisualStudio
The add-in:
using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Text;
using
using
using
using
using
using

ABB.Robotics.Math;
ABB.Robotics.RobotStudio;
ABB.Robotics.RobotStudio.Environment;
ABB.Robotics.RobotStudio.Stations;
System.Net.Sockets;
System.Net;

using Microsoft.VisualBasic;
//
To activate this Add‐In you have to install it in the RobotStudio Add‐In
directory,
// typically C:\Program Files\Common Files\ABB Industrial IT\Robotics
IT\RobotStudio\AddIns
// There are two alternatives: copy RobotStudioAddin3.dll to the Add‐In directory, or
// copy RobotStudioAddin3.rsaddin to the Add‐In directory.
//
// The rsaddin file provides additional information to the RobotStudio host before
the
// Add‐In assembly has been loaded, as specified in RobotStudioAddin.xsd. It also
// allows more flexibility in locating the Add‐In assembly, which can be useful
//
during development.
namespace RobotStudioAddin3
{
public class Class1
{
public
public
public
public

static
static
static
static

Socket SendInfo;
EndPoint epLocalSend, epSend;
byte[] buffer = new byte[1024];
SmartComponent
PositionSensor_Base = null,
PositionSensor_Piece_Inv = null,
PositionSensor_Shaft_Blue = null,
PositionSensor_Shaft_Inv = null,
PositionSensor_Shaft_Red = null,
PositionSensor_Shaft_Yellow = null,
PositionSensor_Washer_Blue = null,
PositionSensor_Washer_Inv = null,
PositionSensor_Washer_Red = null,
PositionSensor_Washer_Yellow = null;

//The IP that the robotstudio is using
const string RS_IP = "192.168.3.245";
//Ports that will be used to send information to VisualStudio
const int Port_Shaft_Red =
3004;
const int Port_Shaft_Blue =
3005;
const int Port_Shaft_Yellow =
3006;
const int Port_Washer_Red =
3009;
const int Port_Washer_Blue =
3008;
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const
const
const
const
const

int
int
int
int
int

Port_Washer_Yellow =
Port_Piece_Inventory =
Port_Base =
Port_Shaft_Inventory =
Port_Washer_Inventory =

3007;
3003;
3002;
3000;
3001;

const int SendingPorts =

8000;

//Send position and orientation information
//Shaft Red
public static Socket Shaft_Red_Sck;
public static EndPoint epShaft_Red_Send;
//public static byte[] buffer_Shaft_Red = new byte[1024];
//public static SmartComponent Shaft_Red_PositionSensor = null;
//Shaft Blue
public static Socket Shaft_Blue_Sck;
public static EndPoint epShaft_Blue_Send;
//public static byte[] buffer_Shaft_Blue = new byte[1024];
//public static SmartComponent Shaft_Blue_PositionSensor = null;
//Shaft Yellow
public static Socket Shaft_Yellow_Sck;
public static EndPoint epShaft_Yellow_Send;
//public static byte[] buffer_Shaft_Yellow = new byte[1024];
//public static SmartComponent Shaft_Yellow_PositionSensor = null;
//Washer Red
public static Socket Washer_Red_Sck;
public static EndPoint epWasher_Red_Send;
//public static byte[] buffer_Washer_Red = new byte[1024];
//public static SmartComponent Washer_Red_PositionSensor = null;
//Washer Blue
public static Socket Washer_Blue_Sck;
public static EndPoint epWasher_Blue_Send;
//public static byte[] buffer_Washer_Blue = new byte[1024];
//public static SmartComponent Washer_Blue_PositionSensor = null;
//Washer Yellow
public static Socket Washer_Yellow_Sck;
public static EndPoint epWasher_Yellow_Send;
//public static byte[] buffer_Washer_Yellow = new byte[1024];
//public static SmartComponent Washer_Yellow_PositionSensor = null;
//Washer Inventory
public static Socket Washer_Inventory_Sck;
public static EndPoint epWasher_Inventory_Send;
//public static byte[] buffer_Washer_Inventory = new byte[1024];
//public static SmartComponent Washer_Inventory_PositionSensor = null;
//Shaft Inventory
public static Socket Shaft_Inventory_Sck;
public static EndPoint epShaft_Inventory_Send;
//public static byte[] buffer_Shaft_Inventory = new byte[1024];
//public static SmartComponent Shaft_Inventory_PositionSensor = null;
//Base
public static Socket Base_Sck;
public static EndPoint epBase_Send;
//public static byte[] buffer_Base = new byte[1024];
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//public static SmartComponent Base_PositionSensor = null;
//Piece Inventory
public static Socket Piece_Inventory_Sck;
public static EndPoint epPiece_Inventory_Send;
//public static byte[] buffer_Piece_Inventory = new byte[1024];
//public static SmartComponent Piece_Inventory_PositionSensor = null;

// This is the entry point for the Add‐In
public static void AddinMain()
{
RibbonTab tab = new RibbonTab("newTab", "A New Tab!");
// Create a group for our buttons.
RibbonGroup group = new RibbonGroup("newGroup", "A New Group!");
// Create a button.
CommandBarButton button1 = new CommandBarButton("button1", "press");
button1.Enabled = true;
// Add an event handler for pressing the button.
button1.ExecuteCommand += button1_ExecuteCommand;
group.Controls.Add(button1);
tab.Groups.Add(group);
UIEnvironment.RibbonTabs.Add(tab);
//Start communications
SendInfo = new Socket(AddressFamily.InterNetwork, SocketType.Dgram,
ProtocolType.Udp);
SendInfo.SetSocketOption(SocketOptionLevel.Socket,
SocketOptionName.ReuseAddress, true);
Shaft_Red_Sck = new Socket(AddressFamily.InterNetwork, SocketType.Dgram,
ProtocolType.Udp);
Shaft_Red_Sck.SetSocketOption(SocketOptionLevel.Socket,
SocketOptionName.ReuseAddress, true);
Shaft_Blue_Sck = new Socket(AddressFamily.InterNetwork, SocketType.Dgram,
ProtocolType.Udp);
Shaft_Blue_Sck.SetSocketOption(SocketOptionLevel.Socket,
SocketOptionName.ReuseAddress, true);
Shaft_Yellow_Sck = new Socket(AddressFamily.InterNetwork,
SocketType.Dgram, ProtocolType.Udp);
Shaft_Yellow_Sck.SetSocketOption(SocketOptionLevel.Socket,
SocketOptionName.ReuseAddress, true);
Washer_Blue_Sck = new Socket(AddressFamily.InterNetwork, SocketType.Dgram,
ProtocolType.Udp);
Washer_Blue_Sck.SetSocketOption(SocketOptionLevel.Socket,
SocketOptionName.ReuseAddress, true);
Washer_Red_Sck = new Socket(AddressFamily.InterNetwork, SocketType.Dgram,
ProtocolType.Udp);
Washer_Red_Sck.SetSocketOption(SocketOptionLevel.Socket,
SocketOptionName.ReuseAddress, true);
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Washer_Yellow_Sck = new Socket(AddressFamily.InterNetwork,
SocketType.Dgram, ProtocolType.Udp);
Washer_Yellow_Sck.SetSocketOption(SocketOptionLevel.Socket,
SocketOptionName.ReuseAddress, true);
Base_Sck = new Socket(AddressFamily.InterNetwork, SocketType.Dgram,
ProtocolType.Udp);
Base_Sck.SetSocketOption(SocketOptionLevel.Socket,
SocketOptionName.ReuseAddress, true);
Piece_Inventory_Sck = new Socket(AddressFamily.InterNetwork,
SocketType.Dgram, ProtocolType.Udp);
Piece_Inventory_Sck.SetSocketOption(SocketOptionLevel.Socket,
SocketOptionName.ReuseAddress, true);
Washer_Inventory_Sck = new Socket(AddressFamily.InterNetwork,
SocketType.Dgram, ProtocolType.Udp);
Washer_Inventory_Sck.SetSocketOption(SocketOptionLevel.Socket,
SocketOptionName.ReuseAddress, true);
Shaft_Inventory_Sck = new Socket(AddressFamily.InterNetwork,
SocketType.Dgram, ProtocolType.Udp);
Shaft_Inventory_Sck.SetSocketOption(SocketOptionLevel.Socket,
SocketOptionName.ReuseAddress, true);
//Create the port informations
epBase_Send = new IPEndPoint(IPAddress.Parse(RS_IP), Port_Base);
epPiece_Inventory_Send = new IPEndPoint(IPAddress.Parse(RS_IP),
Port_Piece_Inventory);
epShaft_Blue_Send = new IPEndPoint(IPAddress.Parse(RS_IP),
Port_Shaft_Blue);
epShaft_Red_Send = new IPEndPoint(IPAddress.Parse(RS_IP), Port_Shaft_Red);
epShaft_Yellow_Send = new IPEndPoint(IPAddress.Parse(RS_IP),
Port_Shaft_Yellow);
epWasher_Blue_Send = new IPEndPoint(IPAddress.Parse(RS_IP),
Port_Washer_Blue);
epWasher_Inventory_Send = new IPEndPoint(IPAddress.Parse(RS_IP),
Port_Washer_Inventory);
epWasher_Red_Send = new IPEndPoint(IPAddress.Parse(RS_IP),
Port_Washer_Red);
epWasher_Yellow_Send = new IPEndPoint(IPAddress.Parse(RS_IP),
Port_Washer_Yellow);
epShaft_Inventory_Send = new IPEndPoint(IPAddress.Parse(RS_IP),
Port_Shaft_Inventory);

epLocalSend = new IPEndPoint(IPAddress.Parse("192.168.3.245"), 8887);
epSend = new IPEndPoint(IPAddress.Parse("192.168.3.245"), 8888);
SendInfo.Bind(epLocalSend);
Base_Sck.Bind(new IPEndPoint(IPAddress.Parse(RS_IP), SendingPorts));
Piece_Inventory_Sck.Bind(new IPEndPoint(IPAddress.Parse(RS_IP),
SendingPorts + 1));
Shaft_Blue_Sck.Bind(new IPEndPoint(IPAddress.Parse(RS_IP), SendingPorts +
2));
Shaft_Inventory_Sck.Bind(new IPEndPoint(IPAddress.Parse(RS_IP),
SendingPorts + 3));
Shaft_Red_Sck.Bind(new IPEndPoint(IPAddress.Parse(RS_IP), SendingPorts +
4));
Shaft_Yellow_Sck.Bind(new IPEndPoint(IPAddress.Parse(RS_IP), SendingPorts
+ 5));
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Washer_Blue_Sck.Bind(new IPEndPoint(IPAddress.Parse(RS_IP), SendingPorts +
6));
Washer_Inventory_Sck.Bind(new IPEndPoint(IPAddress.Parse(RS_IP),
SendingPorts + 7));
Washer_Red_Sck.Bind(new IPEndPoint(IPAddress.Parse(RS_IP), SendingPorts +
8));
Washer_Yellow_Sck.Bind(new IPEndPoint(IPAddress.Parse(RS_IP), SendingPorts
+ 9));

}
static void SendCommand(string message, Socket Actualsck, EndPoint Send_Place)
{
// converts from string to byte[]
ASCIIEncoding enc = new ASCIIEncoding();
byte[] msg = new byte[1464];
msg = enc.GetBytes(message);
Actualsck.BeginConnect(Send_Place, ar =>
{
Actualsck.Send(msg);
Actualsck.EndConnect(ar);
}
, null);

}
static void button1_ExecuteCommand(object sender, ExecuteCommandEventArgs e)
{
Station stn = Project.ActiveProject as Station;
if (stn == null) return;
GraphicComponent[] components =
stn.FindGraphicComponentsByType(typeof(SmartComponent));
for (int i = 0; i <= stn.GraphicComponents.Count; i++)
{
GraphicComponent gc = null;

stn.GraphicComponents.TryGetGraphicComponent("PositionSensor_Piece_Inv",out gc);
PositionSensor_Piece_Inv = gc as SmartComponent;

stn.GraphicComponents.TryGetGraphicComponent("PositionSensor_Shaft_Blue", out gc);
PositionSensor_Shaft_Blue = gc as SmartComponent;
stn.GraphicComponents.TryGetGraphicComponent("PositionSensor_Base",
out gc);
PositionSensor_Base = gc as SmartComponent;

stn.GraphicComponents.TryGetGraphicComponent("PositionSensor_Shaft_Inv", out gc);
PositionSensor_Shaft_Inv = gc as SmartComponent;

stn.GraphicComponents.TryGetGraphicComponent("PositionSensor_Shaft_Red", out gc);
PositionSensor_Shaft_Red = gc as SmartComponent;

stn.GraphicComponents.TryGetGraphicComponent("PositionSensor_Shaft_Yellow", out gc);
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PositionSensor_Shaft_Yellow = gc as SmartComponent;

stn.GraphicComponents.TryGetGraphicComponent("PositionSensor_Washer_Inv", out gc);
PositionSensor_Washer_Inv = gc as SmartComponent;

stn.GraphicComponents.TryGetGraphicComponent("PositionSensor_Washer_Blue", out gc);
PositionSensor_Washer_Blue = gc as SmartComponent;

stn.GraphicComponents.TryGetGraphicComponent("PositionSensor_Washer_Red", out gc);
PositionSensor_Washer_Red = gc as SmartComponent;

stn.GraphicComponents.TryGetGraphicComponent("PositionSensor_Washer_Yellow", out gc);
PositionSensor_Washer_Yellow = gc as SmartComponent;

}
PositionSensor_Washer_Yellow.PropertyValueChanged +=
PositionSensor_Washer_Yellow_PropertyValueChanged;
PositionSensor_Washer_Red.PropertyValueChanged +=
PositionSensor_Washer_Red_PropertyValueChanged;
PositionSensor_Washer_Blue.PropertyValueChanged +=
PositionSensor_Washer_Blue_PropertyValueChanged;
PositionSensor_Shaft_Red.PropertyValueChanged +=
PositionSensor_Shaft_Red_PropertyValueChanged;
PositionSensor_Shaft_Blue.PropertyValueChanged +=
PositionSensor_Shaft_Blue_PropertyValueChanged;
PositionSensor_Shaft_Yellow.PropertyValueChanged +=
PositionSensor_Shaft_Yellow_PropertyValueChanged;
PositionSensor_Shaft_Inv.PropertyValueChanged +=
PositionSensor_Shaft_Inv_PropertyValueChanged;
PositionSensor_Washer_Inv.PropertyValueChanged +=
PositionSensor_Washer_Inv_PropertyValueChanged;
PositionSensor_Base.PropertyValueChanged +=
PositionSensor_Base_PropertyValueChanged;
PositionSensor_Piece_Inv.PropertyValueChanged +=
PositionSensor_Piece_Inv_PropertyValueChanged;
}

static void PositionSensor_Washer_Yellow_PropertyValueChanged(object sender,
DynamicPropertyChangedEventArgs e)
{
if (e.Property.Name == "Position" || e.Property.Name == "Orientation")
{
// retrieve the position
Logger.AddMessage(e.Property.Value.ToString());
DynamicProperty OrientationValue = null;
DynamicProperty PositionValue = null;
string PosSend = null, OrienSend = null;
PositionValue = PositionSensor_Washer_Yellow.Properties["Position"];
PosSend = PositionValue.ToString();
PosSend = PosSend.Replace(' ', ',');
PosSend = PosSend.Remove(PosSend.Length ‐ 3);
OrientationValue =
PositionSensor_Washer_Yellow.Properties["Orientation"];
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OrienSend = OrientationValue.ToString();
OrienSend = OrienSend.Replace(' ', ',');
OrienSend = OrienSend.Remove(OrienSend.Length ‐ 4);
SendCommand(PosSend + "," + OrienSend, Washer_Yellow_Sck,
epWasher_Yellow_Send);
}
}
static void PositionSensor_Washer_Red_PropertyValueChanged(object sender,
DynamicPropertyChangedEventArgs e)
{
if (e.Property.Name == "Position" || e.Property.Name == "Orientation")
{
// retrieve the position
Logger.AddMessage(e.Property.Value.ToString());
DynamicProperty OrientationValue = null;
DynamicProperty PositionValue = null;
string PosSend = null, OrienSend = null;
PositionValue = PositionSensor_Washer_Red.Properties["Position"];
PosSend = PositionValue.ToString();
PosSend = PosSend.Replace(' ', ',');
PosSend = PosSend.Remove(PosSend.Length ‐ 3);
OrientationValue =
PositionSensor_Washer_Red.Properties["Orientation"];
OrienSend = OrientationValue.ToString();
OrienSend = OrienSend.Replace(' ', ',');
OrienSend = OrienSend.Remove(OrienSend.Length ‐ 4);
SendCommand(PosSend + "," + OrienSend, Washer_Red_Sck,
epWasher_Red_Send);
}
}
static void PositionSensor_Washer_Blue_PropertyValueChanged(object sender,
DynamicPropertyChangedEventArgs e)
{
if (e.Property.Name == "Position" || e.Property.Name == "Orientation")
{
// retrieve the position
Logger.AddMessage(e.Property.Value.ToString());
DynamicProperty OrientationValue = null;
DynamicProperty PositionValue = null;
string PosSend = null, OrienSend = null;
PositionValue = PositionSensor_Washer_Blue.Properties["Position"];
PosSend = PositionValue.ToString();
PosSend = PosSend.Replace(' ', ',');
PosSend = PosSend.Remove(PosSend.Length ‐ 3);
OrientationValue =
PositionSensor_Washer_Blue.Properties["Orientation"];
OrienSend = OrientationValue.ToString();
OrienSend = OrienSend.Replace(' ', ',');
OrienSend = OrienSend.Remove(OrienSend.Length ‐ 4);
SendCommand(PosSend + "," + OrienSend, Washer_Blue_Sck,
epWasher_Blue_Send);
}
}
static void PositionSensor_Shaft_Red_PropertyValueChanged(object sender,
DynamicPropertyChangedEventArgs e)
{
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if (e.Property.Name == "Position" || e.Property.Name == "Orientation")
{
// retrieve the position
Logger.AddMessage(e.Property.Value.ToString());
DynamicProperty OrientationValue = null;
DynamicProperty PositionValue = null;
string PosSend = null, OrienSend = null;
PositionValue = PositionSensor_Shaft_Red.Properties["Position"];
PosSend = PositionValue.ToString();
PosSend = PosSend.Replace(' ', ',');
PosSend = PosSend.Remove(PosSend.Length ‐ 3);
OrientationValue = PositionSensor_Shaft_Red.Properties["Orientation"];
OrienSend = OrientationValue.ToString();
OrienSend = OrienSend.Replace(' ', ',');
OrienSend = OrienSend.Remove(OrienSend.Length ‐ 4);
SendCommand(PosSend + "," + OrienSend, Shaft_Red_Sck,
epShaft_Red_Send);
}
}
static void PositionSensor_Shaft_Blue_PropertyValueChanged(object sender,
DynamicPropertyChangedEventArgs e)
{
if (e.Property.Name == "Position" || e.Property.Name == "Orientation")
{
// retrieve the position
Logger.AddMessage(e.Property.Value.ToString());
DynamicProperty OrientationValue = null;
DynamicProperty PositionValue = null;
string PosSend = null, OrienSend = null;
PositionValue = PositionSensor_Shaft_Blue.Properties["Position"];
PosSend = PositionValue.ToString();
PosSend = PosSend.Replace(' ', ',');
PosSend = PosSend.Remove(PosSend.Length ‐ 3);
OrientationValue =
PositionSensor_Shaft_Blue.Properties["Orientation"];
OrienSend = OrientationValue.ToString();
OrienSend = OrienSend.Replace(' ', ',');
OrienSend = OrienSend.Remove(OrienSend.Length ‐ 4);
SendCommand(PosSend + "," + OrienSend, Shaft_Blue_Sck,
epShaft_Blue_Send);
}
}
static void PositionSensor_Shaft_Yellow_PropertyValueChanged(object sender,
DynamicPropertyChangedEventArgs e)
{
if (e.Property.Name == "Position" || e.Property.Name == "Orientation")
{
// retrieve the position
Logger.AddMessage(e.Property.Value.ToString());
DynamicProperty OrientationValue = null;
DynamicProperty PositionValue = null;
string PosSend = null, OrienSend = null;
PositionValue = PositionSensor_Shaft_Yellow.Properties["Position"];
PosSend = PositionValue.ToString();
PosSend = PosSend.Replace(' ', ',');
PosSend = PosSend.Remove(PosSend.Length ‐ 3);
OrientationValue =
PositionSensor_Shaft_Yellow.Properties["Orientation"];
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OrienSend = OrientationValue.ToString();
OrienSend = OrienSend.Replace(' ', ',');
OrienSend = OrienSend.Remove(OrienSend.Length ‐ 4);
SendCommand(PosSend + "," + OrienSend, Shaft_Yellow_Sck,
epShaft_Yellow_Send);
}
}
static void PositionSensor_Shaft_Inv_PropertyValueChanged(object sender,
DynamicPropertyChangedEventArgs e)
{
if (e.Property.Name == "Position" || e.Property.Name == "Orientation")
{
// retrieve the position
Logger.AddMessage(e.Property.Value.ToString());
DynamicProperty OrientationValue = null;
DynamicProperty PositionValue = null;
string PosSend = null, OrienSend = null;
PositionValue = PositionSensor_Shaft_Inv.Properties["Position"];
PosSend = PositionValue.ToString();
PosSend = PosSend.Replace(' ', ',');
PosSend = PosSend.Remove(PosSend.Length ‐ 3);
OrientationValue = PositionSensor_Shaft_Inv.Properties["Orientation"];
OrienSend = OrientationValue.ToString();
OrienSend = OrienSend.Replace(' ', ',');
OrienSend = OrienSend.Remove(OrienSend.Length ‐ 4);
SendCommand(PosSend + "," + OrienSend, Shaft_Inventory_Sck,
epShaft_Inventory_Send);
}
}
static void PositionSensor_Washer_Inv_PropertyValueChanged(object sender,
DynamicPropertyChangedEventArgs e)
{
if (e.Property.Name == "Position" || e.Property.Name == "Orientation")
{
// retrieve the position
Logger.AddMessage(e.Property.Value.ToString());
DynamicProperty OrientationValue = null;
DynamicProperty PositionValue = null;
string PosSend = null, OrienSend = null;
PositionValue = PositionSensor_Washer_Inv.Properties["Position"];
PosSend = PositionValue.ToString();
PosSend = PosSend.Replace(' ', ',');
PosSend = PosSend.Remove(PosSend.Length ‐ 3);
OrientationValue =
PositionSensor_Washer_Inv.Properties["Orientation"];
OrienSend = OrientationValue.ToString();
OrienSend = OrienSend.Replace(' ', ',');
OrienSend = OrienSend.Remove(OrienSend.Length ‐ 4);
SendCommand(PosSend + "," + OrienSend, Washer_Inventory_Sck,
epWasher_Inventory_Send);
}
}
static void PositionSensor_Base_PropertyValueChanged(object sender,
DynamicPropertyChangedEventArgs e)
{
if (e.Property.Name == "Position" || e.Property.Name == "Orientation")
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{
// retrieve the position
Logger.AddMessage(e.Property.Value.ToString());
DynamicProperty OrientationValue = null;
DynamicProperty PositionValue = null;
string PosSend = null, OrienSend = null;
PositionValue = PositionSensor_Base.Properties["Position"];
PosSend = PositionValue.ToString();
PosSend = PosSend.Replace(' ', ',');
PosSend = PosSend.Remove(PosSend.Length ‐ 3);
OrientationValue = PositionSensor_Base.Properties["Orientation"];
OrienSend = OrientationValue.ToString();
OrienSend = OrienSend.Replace(' ', ',');
OrienSend = OrienSend.Remove(OrienSend.Length ‐ 4);
SendCommand(PosSend + "," + OrienSend, Base_Sck, epBase_Send);
}
}
static void PositionSensor_Piece_Inv_PropertyValueChanged(object sender,
DynamicPropertyChangedEventArgs e)
{
if (e.Property.Name == "Position" || e.Property.Name == "Orientation")
{
// retrieve the position
Logger.AddMessage(e.Property.Value.ToString());
DynamicProperty OrientationValue = null;
DynamicProperty PositionValue = null;
string PosSend = null, OrienSend = null;
PositionValue = PositionSensor_Piece_Inv.Properties["Position"];
PosSend = PositionValue.ToString();
PosSend = PosSend.Replace(' ', ',');
PosSend = PosSend.Remove(PosSend.Length ‐ 3);
OrientationValue = PositionSensor_Piece_Inv.Properties["Orientation"];
OrienSend = OrientationValue.ToString();
OrienSend = OrienSend.Replace(' ', ',');
OrienSend = OrienSend.Remove(OrienSend.Length ‐ 4);
SendCommand(PosSend + "," + OrienSend, Piece_Inventory_Sck,
epPiece_Inventory_Send);
}
}
}
}

VisualStudio
Communication.cs
using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
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using
using
using
using
using
using
using

System.ComponentModel;
System.Data;
System.Drawing;
System.Linq;
System.Text;
System.Windows.Forms;
System.Timers;

using System.Net;
using System.Net.Sockets;
//Add
using
using
using
using

ABB libraries
ABB.Robotics;
ABB.Robotics.Controllers;
ABB.Robotics.Controllers.Discovery;
ABB.Robotics.Controllers.RapidDomain;

using ABB.Robotics.Controllers.IOSystemDomain;
using
using
using
using
using

ABB.Robotics.RobotStudio.Environment;
ABB.Robotics.RobotStudio.Stations.Forms;
ABB.Robotics.RobotStudio.Stations;
ABB.Robotics.RobotStudio;
ABB.Robotics.Math;

using RobotStudio.Services.RobApi;

namespace Project1
{
public static class Program
{
/// <summary>
/// The main entry point for the application.
/// </summary>
[STAThread]
static void Main()
{
Application.EnableVisualStyles();
Application.SetCompatibleTextRenderingDefault(false);
GlobalVar.lstview = new System.Windows.Forms.ListView();
GlobalVar.PosTimer.AutoReset = true;
GlobalVar.PosTimer.Elapsed += new ElapsedEventHandler(PosCheck);

sckConfig();
SearchController();
ConnectController();
BindPorts();
StartProduction();

//Put this as comment to see what should do
//Put this as comment to see what should do
//Put this as comment to see what should do

// GlobalVar.controller.StateChanged += controller_StateChanged;
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GlobalVar.PosTimer.Interval = 1000;
it checks 5 time per second
GlobalVar.PosTimer.Enabled = true;
while (true)
{

//set the timer to 200 milisecond so

}

}

static void sckConfig()
{
GlobalVar.sckNxtStudioSend = new Socket(AddressFamily.InterNetwork,
SocketType.Dgram, ProtocolType.Udp);
GlobalVar.sckNxtStudioSend.SetSocketOption(SocketOptionLevel.Socket,
SocketOptionName.ReuseAddress, true);
GlobalVar.sckNxtStudioReceive = new Socket(AddressFamily.InterNetwork,
SocketType.Dgram, ProtocolType.Udp);
GlobalVar.sckNxtStudioReceive.SetSocketOption(SocketOptionLevel.Socket,
SocketOptionName.ReuseAddress, true);
GlobalVar.sckBase = new Socket(AddressFamily.InterNetwork,
SocketType.Dgram, ProtocolType.Udp);
GlobalVar.sckBase.SetSocketOption(SocketOptionLevel.Socket,
SocketOptionName.ReuseAddress, true);
GlobalVar.sckPieceInv = new Socket(AddressFamily.InterNetwork,
SocketType.Dgram, ProtocolType.Udp);
GlobalVar.sckPieceInv.SetSocketOption(SocketOptionLevel.Socket,
SocketOptionName.ReuseAddress, true);
GlobalVar.sckShaft_Blue = new Socket(AddressFamily.InterNetwork,
SocketType.Dgram, ProtocolType.Udp);
GlobalVar.sckShaft_Blue.SetSocketOption(SocketOptionLevel.Socket,
SocketOptionName.ReuseAddress, true);
GlobalVar.sckShaft_Red = new Socket(AddressFamily.InterNetwork,
SocketType.Dgram, ProtocolType.Udp);
GlobalVar.sckShaft_Red.SetSocketOption(SocketOptionLevel.Socket,
SocketOptionName.ReuseAddress, true);
GlobalVar.sckShaft_Yellow = new Socket(AddressFamily.InterNetwork,
SocketType.Dgram, ProtocolType.Udp);
GlobalVar.sckShaft_Yellow.SetSocketOption(SocketOptionLevel.Socket,
SocketOptionName.ReuseAddress, true);
GlobalVar.sckShaftInv = new Socket(AddressFamily.InterNetwork,
SocketType.Dgram, ProtocolType.Udp);
GlobalVar.sckShaftInv.SetSocketOption(SocketOptionLevel.Socket,
SocketOptionName.ReuseAddress, true);
GlobalVar.sckWasher_Blue = new Socket(AddressFamily.InterNetwork,
SocketType.Dgram, ProtocolType.Udp);
GlobalVar.sckWasher_Blue.SetSocketOption(SocketOptionLevel.Socket,
SocketOptionName.ReuseAddress, true);
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GlobalVar.sckWasher_Red = new Socket(AddressFamily.InterNetwork,
SocketType.Dgram, ProtocolType.Udp);
GlobalVar.sckWasher_Red.SetSocketOption(SocketOptionLevel.Socket,
SocketOptionName.ReuseAddress, true);
GlobalVar.sckWasher_Yellow = new Socket(AddressFamily.InterNetwork,
SocketType.Dgram, ProtocolType.Udp);
GlobalVar.sckWasher_Yellow.SetSocketOption(SocketOptionLevel.Socket,
SocketOptionName.ReuseAddress, true);
GlobalVar.sckWasherInv = new Socket(AddressFamily.InterNetwork,
SocketType.Dgram, ProtocolType.Udp);
GlobalVar.sckWasherInv.SetSocketOption(SocketOptionLevel.Socket,
SocketOptionName.ReuseAddress, true);
}

//static void controller_StateChanged(object sender, StateChangedEventArgs e)
//{
//
e.NewState.ToString();
//}

//static void Rapid_ExecutionStatusChanged(object sender,
ExecutionStatusChangedEventArgs e)
//{
//
SendCommand(/*controller.Rapid.ExecutionStatus.ToString()*/"statue
changed");
//
e.Status.ToString();
//
throw new NotImplementedException();
//}

static void PosCheck(object source, ElapsedEventArgs e)
{
//THIS IS THE TIEMASNDOF
//GlobalVar.PosTimer.Close();//to stop the timer if necessary
//GlobalVar.PosTimer.Enabled = true;//to restart when needed
//GlobalVar.tasks = GlobalVar.controller.Rapid.GetTasks();
//ExecutionStatus ActualState = ExecutionStatus.Unknown;
//ActualState = GlobalVar.controller.Rapid.ExecutionStatus;
//MessageBox.Show(ActualState.ToString());

//Here the status of the controller is checked.
//GlobalVar.scanner.Controllers.ToString();
//if (status == stop)
//{
if (GlobalVar.counter == 30)
{
GlobalVar.counter = 0;
GlobalVar.PosTimer.Close();
SendCommand("STO" + GlobalVar.NxtPos_ShaftInv +
GlobalVar.NxtPos_WasherInv + GlobalVar.NxtPos_Base + GlobalVar.NxtPos_PieceInv +
GlobalVar.NxtPos_Shaft_Red + GlobalVar.NxtPos_Shaft_Blue +
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GlobalVar.NxtPos_Shaft_Yellow + GlobalVar.NxtPos_Washer_Yellow +
GlobalVar.NxtPos_Washer_Blue + GlobalVar.NxtPos_Washer_Red);
string[] poses = { GlobalVar.Pos_Base, GlobalVar.Pos_PieceInv,
GlobalVar.Pos_WasherInv, GlobalVar.Pos_ShaftInv,
GlobalVar.Pos_Shaft_Blue,
GlobalVar.Pos_Shaft_Red, GlobalVar.Pos_Shaft_Yellow, GlobalVar.Pos_Washer_Blue,
GlobalVar.Pos_Washer_Red,
GlobalVar.Pos_Washer_Yellow };
//PosesCreator(poses);
}
else
{
GlobalVar.counter++;
SendCommand("RUN" + GlobalVar.NxtPos_ShaftInv +
GlobalVar.NxtPos_WasherInv + GlobalVar.NxtPos_Base + GlobalVar.NxtPos_PieceInv +
GlobalVar.NxtPos_Shaft_Red + GlobalVar.NxtPos_Shaft_Blue +
GlobalVar.NxtPos_Shaft_Yellow + GlobalVar.NxtPos_Washer_Yellow +
GlobalVar.NxtPos_Washer_Blue + GlobalVar.NxtPos_Washer_Red);
}
//}
}

static void SearchController()
{
DisableControllerFunctionality(); // To disable functionality so it can be
connected

GlobalVar.lstview.Items.Clear(); //Clear lstView
GlobalVar.scanner = new NetworkScanner(); //Create scanner object of
NetworkScanner class
GlobalVar.scanner.Scan();
ControllerInfoCollection controllers = GlobalVar.scanner.Controllers;
ListViewItem item = null;
foreach (ControllerInfo controllerInfo in controllers)
{
item = new ListViewItem(controllerInfo.IPAddress.ToString());
item.SubItems.Add(controllerInfo.Availability.ToString());
item.SubItems.Add(controllerInfo.IsVirtual.ToString());
item.SubItems.Add(controllerInfo.SystemName);
item.SubItems.Add(controllerInfo.Version.ToString());
item.SubItems.Add(controllerInfo.ControllerName);
GlobalVar.lstview.Items.Add(item);
item.Tag = controllerInfo;
}
//The watcher is active waiting for found or lost conections

GlobalVar.networkwatcher = new
NetworkWatcher(GlobalVar.scanner.Controllers);
//
this.networkwatcher.Found += new
EventHandler<NetworkWatcherEventArgs>(HandleFoundEvent);
GlobalVar.networkwatcher.EnableRaisingEvents = true;
}
static void BindPorts() /*THIS IS THE UDP COMMUNICATION CREATOR*/
{
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CreateEndPoints();
// bind sockets
GlobalVar.sckNxtStudioSend.Bind(GlobalVar.epLocalSend);
GlobalVar.sckNxtStudioReceive.Bind(GlobalVar.epLocalReceive);
GlobalVar.sckBase.Bind(GlobalVar.epBase);
GlobalVar.sckPieceInv.Bind(GlobalVar.epPieceInv);
GlobalVar.sckShaft_Blue.Bind(GlobalVar.epShaft_Blue);
GlobalVar.sckShaft_Red.Bind(GlobalVar.epShaft_Red);
GlobalVar.sckShaft_Yellow.Bind(GlobalVar.epShaft_Yellow);
GlobalVar.sckShaftInv.Bind(GlobalVar.epShaftInv);
GlobalVar.sckWasher_Blue.Bind(GlobalVar.epWasher_Blue);
GlobalVar.sckWasher_Red.Bind(GlobalVar.epWasher_Red);
GlobalVar.sckWasher_Yellow.Bind(GlobalVar.epWasher_Yellow);
GlobalVar.sckWasherInv.Bind(GlobalVar.epWasherInv);
//start receiving from communication ports
GlobalVar.sckNxtStudioReceive.BeginReceive(GlobalVar.buffer, 0,
GlobalVar.buffer.Length,
SocketFlags.None, new AsyncCallback(NxtReceive), GlobalVar.buffer);
GlobalVar.sckBase.BeginReceive(GlobalVar.buffer, 0,
GlobalVar.buffer.Length,
SocketFlags.None, new AsyncCallback(Base_PosRec), GlobalVar.buffer);
GlobalVar.sckPieceInv.BeginReceive(GlobalVar.buffer, 0,
GlobalVar.buffer.Length,
SocketFlags.None, new AsyncCallback(PieceInv_PosRec),
GlobalVar.buffer);
GlobalVar.sckShaft_Blue.BeginReceive(GlobalVar.buffer, 0,
GlobalVar.buffer.Length,
SocketFlags.None, new AsyncCallback(Shaft_Blue_PosRec),
GlobalVar.buffer);
GlobalVar.sckShaft_Red.BeginReceive(GlobalVar.buffer, 0,
GlobalVar.buffer.Length,
SocketFlags.None, new AsyncCallback(Shaft_Red_PosRec),
GlobalVar.buffer);
GlobalVar.sckShaft_Yellow.BeginReceive(GlobalVar.buffer, 0,
GlobalVar.buffer.Length,
SocketFlags.None, new AsyncCallback(Shaft_Yellow_PosRec),
GlobalVar.buffer);
GlobalVar.sckShaftInv.BeginReceive(GlobalVar.buffer, 0,
GlobalVar.buffer.Length,
SocketFlags.None, new AsyncCallback(ShaftInv_PosRec),
GlobalVar.buffer);
GlobalVar.sckWasherInv.BeginReceive(GlobalVar.buffer, 0,
GlobalVar.buffer.Length,
SocketFlags.None, new AsyncCallback(WasherInv_PosRec),
GlobalVar.buffer);
GlobalVar.sckWasher_Blue.BeginReceive(GlobalVar.buffer, 0,
GlobalVar.buffer.Length,
SocketFlags.None, new AsyncCallback(Washer_Blue_PosRec),
GlobalVar.buffer);
GlobalVar.sckWasher_Red.BeginReceive(GlobalVar.buffer, 0,
GlobalVar.buffer.Length,
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SocketFlags.None, new AsyncCallback(Washer_Red_PosRec),
GlobalVar.buffer);
GlobalVar.sckWasher_Yellow.BeginReceive(GlobalVar.buffer, 0,
GlobalVar.buffer.Length,
SocketFlags.None, new AsyncCallback(Washer_Yellow_PosRec),
GlobalVar.buffer);
}
static void CreateEndPoints()
{
GlobalVar.epLocalSend = new IPEndPoint(IPAddress.Parse(GlobalVar.LocalIP),
Convert.ToInt32(GlobalVar.LocalPort));
GlobalVar.epLocalReceive = new
IPEndPoint(IPAddress.Parse(GlobalVar.LocalIP),
Convert.ToInt32(GlobalVar.ReceivePort));
GlobalVar.epBase = new IPEndPoint(IPAddress.Parse(GlobalVar.RemoteIP),
GlobalVar.Port_Base);
GlobalVar.epPieceInv = new IPEndPoint(IPAddress.Parse(GlobalVar.RemoteIP),
GlobalVar.Port_Piece_Inv);
GlobalVar.epShaft_Blue = new
IPEndPoint(IPAddress.Parse(GlobalVar.RemoteIP),GlobalVar.Port_Shaft_Blue);
GlobalVar.epShaft_Red = new
IPEndPoint(IPAddress.Parse(GlobalVar.RemoteIP), GlobalVar.Port_Shaft_Red);
GlobalVar.epShaft_Yellow = new
IPEndPoint(IPAddress.Parse(GlobalVar.RemoteIP), GlobalVar.Port_Shaft_Yellow);
GlobalVar.epShaftInv = new IPEndPoint(IPAddress.Parse(GlobalVar.RemoteIP),
GlobalVar.Port_Shaft_Inv);
GlobalVar.epWasherInv = new
IPEndPoint(IPAddress.Parse(GlobalVar.RemoteIP), GlobalVar.Port_Washer_Inv);
GlobalVar.epWasher_Blue = new
IPEndPoint(IPAddress.Parse(GlobalVar.RemoteIP), GlobalVar.Port_Washer_Blue);
GlobalVar.epWasher_Red = new
IPEndPoint(IPAddress.Parse(GlobalVar.RemoteIP), GlobalVar.Port_Washer_Red);
GlobalVar.epWasher_Yellow = new
IPEndPoint(IPAddress.Parse(GlobalVar.RemoteIP), GlobalVar.Port_Washer_Yellow);
}
static string Toggle (string pos)
{
string[] abc = { "a", "b", "d", "e", "f", "g", "h", "i", "j", "k", "l",
"m", "n", "o", "p", "r", "s", "t", "u", "x", "z" };
Random random = new Random();
string letter = abc[random.Next(abc.Length)];
while (pos == letter) letter = abc[random.Next(abc.Length)];
return letter;
}
static void ShaftInv_PosRec(IAsyncResult ar)
{
int size = GlobalVar.sckShaftInv.EndReceive(ar);
if (size > 0)
{
byte[] aux = new byte[500];
// gets the data
aux = (byte[])ar.AsyncState;
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// converts from data[] to string
ASCIIEncoding enc = new ASCIIEncoding();
string msg = enc.GetString(aux);
GlobalVar.Pos_ShaftInv = msg;
if (GlobalVar.Pos_ShaftInv != GlobalVar.Pos_ShaftInv_Before)
{
GlobalVar.NxtPos_ShaftInv = Toggle(GlobalVar.NxtPos_ShaftInv);
GlobalVar.Pos_ShaftInv_Before = GlobalVar.Pos_ShaftInv;
}
}
GlobalVar.sckShaftInv.BeginReceive(GlobalVar.buffer, 0,
GlobalVar.buffer.Length,
SocketFlags.None, new AsyncCallback(ShaftInv_PosRec),
GlobalVar.buffer);
}
static void Shaft_Red_PosRec(IAsyncResult ar)
{
int size = GlobalVar.sckShaft_Red.EndReceive(ar);
if (size > 0)
{
byte[] aux = new byte[500];
// gets the data
aux = (byte[])ar.AsyncState;
// converts from data[] to string
ASCIIEncoding enc = new ASCIIEncoding();
string msg = enc.GetString(aux);
GlobalVar.Pos_Shaft_Red = msg;
if (GlobalVar.Pos_Shaft_Red != GlobalVar.Pos_Shaft_Red_Before)
{
GlobalVar.NxtPos_Shaft_Red = Toggle(GlobalVar.NxtPos_Shaft_Red);
GlobalVar.Pos_Shaft_Red_Before = GlobalVar.Pos_Shaft_Red;
}
}
GlobalVar.sckShaft_Red.BeginReceive(GlobalVar.buffer, 0,
GlobalVar.buffer.Length,
SocketFlags.None, new AsyncCallback(Shaft_Red_PosRec),
GlobalVar.buffer);
}
static void Shaft_Blue_PosRec(IAsyncResult ar)
{
int size = GlobalVar.sckShaft_Blue.EndReceive(ar);
if (size > 0)
{
byte[] aux = new byte[500];
// gets the data
aux = (byte[])ar.AsyncState;
// converts from data[] to string
ASCIIEncoding enc = new ASCIIEncoding();
string msg = enc.GetString(aux);
GlobalVar.Pos_Shaft_Blue = msg;
if (GlobalVar.Pos_Shaft_Blue != GlobalVar.Pos_Shaft_Blue_Before)
{
GlobalVar.NxtPos_Shaft_Blue = Toggle(GlobalVar.NxtPos_Shaft_Blue);
GlobalVar.Pos_Shaft_Blue_Before = GlobalVar.Pos_Shaft_Blue;
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}
}
GlobalVar.sckShaft_Blue.BeginReceive(GlobalVar.buffer, 0,
GlobalVar.buffer.Length,
SocketFlags.None, new AsyncCallback(Shaft_Blue_PosRec),
GlobalVar.buffer);
}
static void Shaft_Yellow_PosRec(IAsyncResult ar)
{
int size = GlobalVar.sckShaft_Yellow.EndReceive(ar);
if (size > 0)
{
byte[] aux = new byte[500];
// gets the data
aux = (byte[])ar.AsyncState;
// converts from data[] to string
ASCIIEncoding enc = new ASCIIEncoding();
string msg = enc.GetString(aux);
GlobalVar.Pos_Shaft_Yellow = msg;
if (GlobalVar.Pos_Shaft_Yellow != GlobalVar.Pos_Shaft_Yellow_Before)
{
GlobalVar.NxtPos_Shaft_Yellow =
Toggle(GlobalVar.NxtPos_Shaft_Yellow);
GlobalVar.Pos_Shaft_Yellow_Before = GlobalVar.Pos_Shaft_Yellow;
}
}
GlobalVar.sckShaft_Yellow.BeginReceive(GlobalVar.buffer, 0,
GlobalVar.buffer.Length,
SocketFlags.None, new AsyncCallback(Shaft_Yellow_PosRec),
GlobalVar.buffer);
}
static void WasherInv_PosRec(IAsyncResult ar)
{
int size = GlobalVar.sckWasherInv.EndReceive(ar);
if (size > 0)
{
byte[] aux = new byte[500];
// gets the data
aux = (byte[])ar.AsyncState;
// converts from data[] to string
ASCIIEncoding enc = new ASCIIEncoding();
string msg = enc.GetString(aux);
GlobalVar.Pos_WasherInv = msg;
if (GlobalVar.Pos_WasherInv != GlobalVar.Pos_WasherInv_Before)
{
GlobalVar.NxtPos_WasherInv = Toggle(GlobalVar.NxtPos_WasherInv);
GlobalVar.Pos_WasherInv_Before = GlobalVar.Pos_WasherInv;
}
}
GlobalVar.sckWasherInv.BeginReceive(GlobalVar.buffer, 0,
GlobalVar.buffer.Length,
SocketFlags.None, new AsyncCallback(WasherInv_PosRec),
GlobalVar.buffer);
}
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static void Washer_Red_PosRec(IAsyncResult ar)
{
int size = GlobalVar.sckWasher_Red.EndReceive(ar);
if (size > 0)
{
byte[] aux = new byte[500];
// gets the data
aux = (byte[])ar.AsyncState;
// converts from data[] to string
ASCIIEncoding enc = new ASCIIEncoding();
string msg = enc.GetString(aux);
GlobalVar.Pos_Washer_Red = msg;
if (GlobalVar.Pos_Washer_Red != GlobalVar.Pos_Washer_Red_Before)
{
GlobalVar.NxtPos_Washer_Red = Toggle(GlobalVar.NxtPos_Washer_Red);
GlobalVar.Pos_Washer_Red_Before = GlobalVar.Pos_Washer_Red;
}
}
GlobalVar.sckWasher_Red.BeginReceive(GlobalVar.buffer, 0,
GlobalVar.buffer.Length,
SocketFlags.None, new AsyncCallback(Washer_Red_PosRec),
GlobalVar.buffer);
}
static void Washer_Blue_PosRec(IAsyncResult ar)
{
int size = GlobalVar.sckWasher_Blue.EndReceive(ar);
if (size > 0)
{
byte[] aux = new byte[500];
// gets the data
aux = (byte[])ar.AsyncState;
// converts from data[] to string
ASCIIEncoding enc = new ASCIIEncoding();
string msg = enc.GetString(aux);
GlobalVar.Pos_Washer_Blue = msg;
if (GlobalVar.Pos_Washer_Blue != GlobalVar.Pos_Washer_Blue_Before)
{
GlobalVar.NxtPos_Washer_Blue =
Toggle(GlobalVar.NxtPos_Washer_Blue);
GlobalVar.Pos_Washer_Blue_Before = GlobalVar.Pos_Washer_Blue;
}
}
GlobalVar.sckWasher_Blue.BeginReceive(GlobalVar.buffer, 0,
GlobalVar.buffer.Length,
SocketFlags.None, new AsyncCallback(Washer_Blue_PosRec),
GlobalVar.buffer);
}
static void Washer_Yellow_PosRec(IAsyncResult ar)
{
int size = GlobalVar.sckWasher_Yellow.EndReceive(ar);
if (size > 0)
{
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byte[] aux = new byte[500];
// gets the data
aux = (byte[])ar.AsyncState;
// converts from data[] to string
ASCIIEncoding enc = new ASCIIEncoding();
string msg = enc.GetString(aux);
GlobalVar.Pos_Washer_Yellow = msg;
if (GlobalVar.Pos_Washer_Yellow != GlobalVar.Pos_Washer_Yellow_Before)
{
GlobalVar.NxtPos_Washer_Yellow =
Toggle(GlobalVar.NxtPos_Washer_Yellow);
GlobalVar.Pos_Washer_Yellow_Before = GlobalVar.Pos_Washer_Yellow;
}
}
GlobalVar.sckWasher_Yellow.BeginReceive(GlobalVar.buffer, 0,
GlobalVar.buffer.Length,
SocketFlags.None, new AsyncCallback(Washer_Yellow_PosRec),
GlobalVar.buffer);
}
static void PieceInv_PosRec(IAsyncResult ar)
{
int size = GlobalVar.sckPieceInv.EndReceive(ar);
if (size > 0)
{
byte[] aux = new byte[500];
// gets the data
aux = (byte[])ar.AsyncState;
// converts from data[] to string
ASCIIEncoding enc = new ASCIIEncoding();
string msg = enc.GetString(aux);
GlobalVar.Pos_PieceInv = msg;
if (GlobalVar.Pos_PieceInv != GlobalVar.Pos_PieceInv_Before)
{
GlobalVar.NxtPos_PieceInv = Toggle(GlobalVar.NxtPos_PieceInv);
GlobalVar.Pos_PieceInv_Before = GlobalVar.Pos_PieceInv;
}
}
GlobalVar.sckPieceInv.BeginReceive(GlobalVar.buffer, 0,
GlobalVar.buffer.Length,
SocketFlags.None, new AsyncCallback(PieceInv_PosRec),
GlobalVar.buffer);
}
static void Base_PosRec(IAsyncResult ar)
{
int size = GlobalVar.sckBase.EndReceive(ar);
if (size > 0)
{
byte[] aux = new byte[500];
// gets the data
aux = (byte[])ar.AsyncState;
// converts from data[] to string
ASCIIEncoding enc = new ASCIIEncoding();
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string msg = enc.GetString(aux);
GlobalVar.Pos_Base = msg;
if (GlobalVar.Pos_Base != GlobalVar.Pos_Base_Before)
{
GlobalVar.NxtPos_Base = Toggle(GlobalVar.NxtPos_Base);
GlobalVar.Pos_Base_Before = GlobalVar.Pos_Base;
}
}
GlobalVar.sckBase.BeginReceive(GlobalVar.buffer, 0,
GlobalVar.buffer.Length,
SocketFlags.None, new AsyncCallback(Base_PosRec), GlobalVar.buffer);
}

static void DisableControllerFunctionality()
{
// put all the enable and disable functionality in the same place so that
it is easy to reuse
if (GlobalVar.controller != null) //first, log off of the controller (if
is conected)
{
GlobalVar.controller.Logoff();
// log off of the controller
GlobalVar.controller.Dispose(); // dispose the controller
GlobalVar.controller = null;
// null indicates that the controller
is available
}
}

static void ConnectController()
{
int nItems = GlobalVar.lstview.Items.Count;
for (int i = 0; i < nItems; i++)
{
ListViewItem item = GlobalVar.lstview.Items[i];
if (item.Tag != null)
{
ControllerInfo controllerInfo = (ControllerInfo)item.Tag;
if (controllerInfo.Availability == Availability.Available)
{
if (controllerInfo.IsVirtual)
{
if (controllerInfo.SystemName ==
/*"TEST"*/"Assignment_System")
{
GlobalVar.controller =
ControllerFactory.CreateFrom(controllerInfo);
GlobalVar.controller.Logon(UserInfo.DefaultUser);
GlobalVar.lstview.Items.Clear();
GlobalVar.lstview.Items.Add(item);
}
}
else //real controller
{
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if (MessageBox.Show("This is NOT a virtual controller, do
you really want to connect to that?", "Warning", MessageBoxButtons.YesNo,
MessageBoxIcon.Warning) == System.Windows.Forms.DialogResult.Yes)
{
GlobalVar.controller =
ControllerFactory.CreateFrom(controllerInfo);
GlobalVar.controller.Logon(UserInfo.DefaultUser);
GlobalVar.lstview.Items.Clear();
GlobalVar.lstview.Items.Add(item);
}
}
}
else
{
MessageBox.Show("Selected controller not available.");
}
}
}
}
static void StartProduction()
{
try
{
if (GlobalVar.controller.OperatingMode ==
ControllerOperatingMode.Auto)
{
GlobalVar.tasks = GlobalVar.controller.Rapid.GetTasks();
using (Mastership m =
Mastership.Request(GlobalVar.controller.Rapid))
{
GlobalVar.tasks[0].Start(RegainMode.Clear,
ExecutionMode.Continuous);
}
}
else
{
MessageBox.Show("Automatic mode is required to start execution
from a remote client.");
}
}
catch (System.InvalidOperationException ex)
{
MessageBox.Show("Mastership is held by another client. " +
ex.Message);
}
catch (System.Exception ex)
{
MessageBox.Show("Unexpected error occurred: " + ex.Message);
}
}
static
{

void StopProduction()

bool naan = GlobalVar.controller.Rapid.IsMaster;

Mastership.Request(GlobalVar.controller.Rapid);
if (GlobalVar.controller.Rapid.ExecutionStatus == ExecutionStatus.Running)
{
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GlobalVar.tasks = GlobalVar.controller.Rapid.GetTasks();
using (Mastership m = Mastership.Request(GlobalVar.controller.Rapid))
{
GlobalVar.tasks[0].Stop(StopMode.Immediate);
}
}
}
static
{

void Replace_Modules()

using (Mastership m = Mastership.Request(GlobalVar.controller.Rapid))
{
GlobalVar.tasks = GlobalVar.controller.Rapid.GetTasks();
string PathToFile =
@"C:\Users\student\Documents\RobotStudio\testRobotstudio\Backups\TEST\RAPID\TASK1\PROG
MOD\Poses.mod";
GlobalVar.tasks[0].Stop(StopMode.Immediate);
if (ExecutionStatus.Stopped ==
GlobalVar.controller.Rapid.ExecutionStatus)
{
GlobalVar.tasks[0].LoadModuleFromFile(PathToFile,
RapidLoadMode.Replace);
PathToFile =
@"C:\Users\student\Documents\RobotStudio\testRobotstudio\Backups\TEST\RAPID\TASK1\PROG
MOD\Module1.mod";
GlobalVar.tasks[0].LoadModuleFromFile(PathToFile,
RapidLoadMode.Replace);
GlobalVar.tasks[0].ResetProgramPointer();
}
}
}

// return the own ip
static string GetLocalIP()
{
IPHostEntry host;
host = Dns.GetHostEntry(Dns.GetHostName());
foreach (IPAddress ip in host.AddressList)
{
if (ip.AddressFamily == AddressFamily.InterNetwork)
{
return ip.ToString();
}
}
return "127.0.0.1";
}

static
RECEIVER*/
{

void NxtReceive(IAsyncResult ar) /*THIS IS THE UDP COMMUNICATION

int size = GlobalVar.sckNxtStudioReceive.EndReceive(ar);
// check if theres actually information
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if (size > 0)
{
// used to help us on getting the data
byte[] aux = new byte[5];
// gets the data
aux = (byte[])ar.AsyncState;
// converts from data[] to string
ASCIIEncoding enc = new ASCIIEncoding();
string msg = enc.GetString(aux);
msg = msg.Remove(4);
if (msg == "Done")
{
//StopProduction();

//Put this as comment to see

what should do
////Replace_Modules();
//StartProduction();

//Put this as comment to see

what should do
GlobalVar.PosTimer.Enabled = true;
}
if (msg == "Stop")
{
StopProduction();
}
}
// starts to listen again
GlobalVar.sckNxtStudioReceive.BeginReceive(GlobalVar.buffer, 0,
GlobalVar.buffer.Length,
SocketFlags.None, new AsyncCallback(NxtReceive),
GlobalVar.buffer);
}
static void SendCommand(string message)
{
// converts from string to byte[]
ASCIIEncoding enc = new ASCIIEncoding();
byte[] msg = new byte[1464];
msg = enc.GetBytes(message);
GlobalVar.epNxtStudio = new
IPEndPoint(IPAddress.Parse(GlobalVar.RemoteIP), Convert.ToInt32(GlobalVar.SendPort));
GlobalVar.sckNxtStudioSend.BeginConnect(GlobalVar.epNxtStudio, ar =>
{
GlobalVar.sckNxtStudioSend.Send(msg);
GlobalVar.sckNxtStudioSend.EndConnect(ar);
}
, null);
}

static void PosesCreator(string[] poses)
{
/* CalibDataCreator will be responsible of creating the .mod that includes
all the target names.
* In the variable PathToFile the path to the file that contains the backup
has to be included, each project has it own
* path and every time this changes the variable has to be actualized.
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*/
string PathToFile =
@"C:\Users\student\Documents\RobotStudio\testRobotstudio\Backups\TEST\RAPID\TASK1\PROG
MOD\Poses.mod";
// Create a string array that consists of the information that the .mod
file is going to contain.
string[] lines = { "MODULE Poses",
"CONST robtarget
Base:=["+poses[0]+",[0,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];",
"CAMBIAR CONST robtarget
Piece_Inventory:=["+poses[1]+",[0,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];",
"CONST robtarget
WasherInv:=["+poses[2]+",[0,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];",
"CONST robtarget
ShaftInv:=["+poses[3]+",[0,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];",
"CONST robtarget
ShaftBlue:=["+poses[4]+",[0,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];",
"CONST robtarget
ShaftRed:=["+poses[5]+",[0,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];",
"CONST robtarget
ShaftYellow:=["+poses[6]+",[0,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];",
"CONST robtarget
WasherBlue:=["+poses[7]+",[0,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];",
"CONST robtarget
WasherRed:=["+poses[8]+",[0,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];",
"CONST robtarget
WasherYellow:=["+poses[9]+",[0,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];",
"ENDMODULE"};
System.IO.File.WriteAllLines(PathToFile, lines);
}

}

}

Class1.cs

using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using

System;
System.Collections.Generic;
System.ComponentModel;
System.Data;
System.Drawing;
System.Linq;
System.Text;
System.Windows.Forms;

using System.Net;
using System.Net.Sockets;
//Add ABB libraries
using ABB.Robotics;
using ABB.Robotics.Controllers;
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using ABB.Robotics.Controllers.Discovery;
using ABB.Robotics.Controllers.RapidDomain;
using ABB.Robotics.Controllers.IOSystemDomain;
using
using
using
using
using

ABB.Robotics.RobotStudio.Environment;
ABB.Robotics.RobotStudio.Stations.Forms;
ABB.Robotics.RobotStudio.Stations;
ABB.Robotics.RobotStudio;
ABB.Robotics.Math;

using RobotStudio.Services.RobApi;

namespace Project1
{
public class GlobalVar
{
//To find all controllers on the network we start by declaring these member
variables
public static NetworkScanner scanner = null;
// scanner is a reference
to an object of NetworkScanner class
public static Controller controller = null;
public static NetworkWatcher networkwatcher = null;
public static Task[] tasks = null;
public static RapidData rd = null;
public static Pos aPos;
public static ToolData aTool;
public static Station stn;
public static int counter = 0;

public static ListView lstview;
public static System.Timers.Timer PosTimer = new System.Timers.Timer(5000);

public const string modulePath =
@"C:\Users\student\Documents\RobotStudio\probakakakak\Backups\JCBENJI\RAPID\TASK1\PROG
MOD\Module1.mod";
// used to communicate
public static EndPoint epLocalSend, epNxtStudio, epLocalReceive,
epShaftInv,
epWasherInv,
epBase,
epPieceInv,
epShaft_Red,
epShaft_Blue,
epShaft_Yellow,
epWasher_Red,
epWasher_Blue,
epWasher_Yellow;
public static Socket sckNxtStudioSend, sckNxtStudioReceive,
sckShaftInv,
sckWasherInv,
sckBase,
sckPieceInv,
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sckShaft_Red,
sckShaft_Blue,
sckShaft_Yellow,
sckWasher_Red,
sckWasher_Blue,
sckWasher_Yellow;
// buffer to receive info
public static byte[] buffer = new byte[1024];
// IP and port fixed
public const string LocalIP = "192.168.3.245";
public const string RemoteIP = "192.168.3.245";
public const string LocalPort = "4089"; /* sendrec port*/
public const string ReceivePort = "4444"; /* receive port*/
public const string SendPort = "4535"; /*send port*/
//public const int Port_Shaft_Inv = 8003,//3000,
//
Port_Shaft_Red = 8004,//3004,
//
Port_Shaft_Blue = 8002,//3005,
//
Port_Shaft_Yellow = 8005,//3006,
//
Port_Washer_Inv = 8007,//3001,
//
Port_Washer_Red = 8008,//3009,
//
Port_Washer_Blue = 8006,//3008,
//
Port_Washer_Yellow = 8009,//3007,
//
Port_Piece_Inv = 8001,//3003,
//
Port_Base = 8000;//3002;
public const int
Port_Shaft_Inv =
3000,
Port_Shaft_Red =
3004,
Port_Shaft_Blue =
3005,
Port_Shaft_Yellow =
3006,
Port_Washer_Inv =
3001,
Port_Washer_Red =
3009,
Port_Washer_Blue =
3008,
Port_Washer_Yellow =
3007,
Port_Piece_Inv =
3003,
Port_Base =
3002;
//Position memory
public static string
Pos_PieceInv = "kadfoai", Pos_PieceInv_Before = null,
Pos_Base = "kadfoai", Pos_Base_Before = null,
Pos_ShaftInv = "kadfoai", Pos_ShaftInv_Before = null,
Pos_Shaft_Red = "kadfoai", Pos_Shaft_Red_Before = null,
Pos_Shaft_Blue = null, Pos_Shaft_Blue_Before = null,
Pos_Shaft_Yellow = null, Pos_Shaft_Yellow_Before = null,
Pos_WasherInv = null, Pos_WasherInv_Before = null,
Pos_Washer_Red = null, Pos_Washer_Red_Before = null,
Pos_Washer_Blue = null, Pos_Washer_Blue_Before = null,
Pos_Washer_Yellow = null, Pos_Washer_Yellow_Before = null;
//Position string that is gonna be send to nxt
public static string
NxtPos_PieceInv = "a",
NxtPos_Base = "a",
NxtPos_ShaftInv = "a",
NxtPos_Shaft_Red = "a",
NxtPos_Shaft_Blue = "a",
NxtPos_Shaft_Yellow = "a",
NxtPos_WasherInv = "a",
NxtPos_Washer_Red = "a",
NxtPos_Washer_Blue = "a",
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NxtPos_Washer_Yellow = "a";

}
}

App.config
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf‐8" ?>
<configuration>
<startup useLegacyV2RuntimeActivationPolicy="true">
<supportedRuntime version="v4.0"/>
</startup>
</configuration>
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Annex 2: nxtStudio
Complete application

Order Selector, interface

using System;
using System.Drawing;
using NxtControl.GuiFramework;
namespace HMI.Main.Symbols.Interface
{
/// <summary>
/// Description of sDefault.
/// </summary>
public partial class sDefault :
NxtControl.GuiFramework.HMISymbol
{
int Coutdown = 0;
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string PreOrder = "";
public sDefault()
{
//
// The InitializeComponent() call is required for
Windows Forms designer support.
//
InitializeComponent();
}
void DrawnButton1Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
{
if (Coutdown == 0) {
this.textBox1.Text = "Red";
}
else if (Coutdown == 1) {
this.textBox2.Text = "Red";
}
else if (Coutdown == 2) {
this.textBox3.Text = "Red";
Coutdown = -1;
}
PreOrder += "1";
Coutdown++;
}
void DrawnButton3Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
{
if (Coutdown == 0) {
this.textBox1.Text = "Blue";
}
if (Coutdown == 1) {
this.textBox2.Text = "Blue";
}
if (Coutdown == 2) {
this.textBox3.Text = "Blue";
Coutdown = -1;
}
PreOrder += "2";
Coutdown++;
}
void DrawnButton2Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
{
if (Coutdown == 0) {
this.textBox1.Text = "Yellow";
}
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else if (Coutdown == 1) {
this.textBox2.Text = "Yellow";
}
else if (Coutdown == 2) {
this.textBox3.Text = "Yellow";
Coutdown = -1;
}
PreOrder += "3";
Coutdown++;
}
void DrawnButton5Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
{
Coutdown = 0;
this.textBox1.Text = "";
this.textBox2.Text = "";
this.textBox3.Text = "";
this.FireEvent_EO_Order_Selected2("");
PreOrder = "";
}
void DrawnButton4Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
{
this.FireEvent_EO_Order_Selected2(PreOrder);
}
void DrawnButton6Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
{
this.textBox1.Text = "Blue";
this.textBox2.Text = "Red";
this.textBox3.Text = "Yellow";
PreOrder = "123";
this.FireEvent_EO_Order_Selected2(PreOrder);
}

}
}
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Write Document, interface

using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using

System;
System.Drawing;
NxtControl.GuiFramework;
System.IO;
System.Collections;
NxtControl;
HMI;
Microsoft;
NxtStudio;

namespace HMI.Main.Symbols.WriteDocument
{
/// <summary>
/// Description of sDefault.
/// </summary>
public partial class sDefault :
NxtControl.GuiFramework.HMISymbol
{
public sDefault()
{
//
// The InitializeComponent() call is required for
Windows Forms designer support.
//
InitializeComponent();
this.EI_Write_Fired += EI_Write_Fired_EventHandler;
}
void EI_Write_Fired_EventHandler(object sender,
HMI.Main.Symbols.WriteDocument.EI_WriteEventArgs ea)
{
string Command = this.IV_Command.Value.ToString();
string Position = this.IV_Position.Value.ToString();
string Velocity = this.IV_Velocity.Value.ToString();
string Precision = this.IV_Precision.Value.ToString();
string Tool = this.IV_Tool.Value.ToString();
System.IO.StreamWriter fileOut = new
StreamWriter(@"C:\nxtStudio\Module1.mod");
fileOut.Write(
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"MODULE Module1\r\nPROC main()\r\n"+ Command +
Position + Velocity + Precision + Tool + "\r\nENDPROC\r\nENDMODULE"
);
fileOut.Close();
FireEvent_EO_Done ();
}
}
}

UDP Sender FB

Alarm:
OV_Data := 'Stop';
END_ALGORITHM

Wrote:
OV_Data := 'Stop';
END_ALGORITHM
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Robot Composite
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Resource 2 Composite
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Resource 2 Decoder FB

Decoder:
IF 'STO' = MID(IV_Code,3,0) THEN(*STO0000000000% = STO or
RUN0000000000% = RUN*)
State := TRUE;
ELSE
State := FALSE;
END_IF;
OV_PosShaftInv := MID(IV_Code,1,4);
OV_PosWasherInv := MID(IV_Code,1,5);
OV_PosBase := MID(IV_Code,1,6);
OV_PosPieceInv := MID(IV_Code,1,7);
OV_PosShaftRed := MID(IV_Code,1,8);
OV_PosShaftBlue := MID(IV_Code,1,9);
OV_PosShaftYellow := MID(IV_Code,1,10);
OV_PosWasherRed := MID(IV_Code,1,11);
OV_PosWasherBlue := MID(IV_Code,1,12);
OV_PosWasherYellow := MID(IV_Code,1,13);
END_ALGORITHM
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Alarm Manager FB

Alarm:
Alarm := FALSE;
END_ALGORITHM

Send Safe:
Alarm := TRUE;
END_ALGORITHM
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Motion Alarm FB

Motion Alarm:
IF Initial = 0 THEN
Pos_Before_Shaft_Inv := IV_PosShaftInv;
Pos_Before_Washer_Inv := IV_PosWasherInv;
Pos_Before_Base := IV_PosBase;
Pos_Before_Piece_Inv := IV_PosPieceInv;
Pos_Before_Shaft_Red := IV_PosShaftRed;
Pos_Before_Shaft_Yellow := IV_PosShaftYellow;
Pos_Before_Shaft_Blue := IV_PosShaftBlue;
Pos_Before_Washer_Blue := IV_PosWasherBlue;
Pos_Before_Washer_Red := IV_PosWasherRed;
Pos_Before_Washer_Yellow := IV_PosWasherYellow;
Initial := 1;
END_IF;
Alarm := 0;
IF (Pos_Before_Shaft_Red <> IV_PosShaftRed) THEN
Pos_Before_Shaft_Red := IV_PosShaftRed;
IF (NOT((IV_MovingPiece AND (0000100000))=32)) THEN
Alarm := 1;
END_IF;
END_IF;
IF (Pos_Before_Shaft_Blue <> IV_PosShaftBlue) THEN
Pos_Before_Shaft_Blue := IV_PosShaftBlue;
IF (NOT((IV_MovingPiece AND (0000010000))=16)) THEN
Alarm := 1;
END_IF;
END_IF;
IF (Pos_Before_Shaft_Yellow <> IV_PosShaftYellow) THEN
Pos_Before_Shaft_Yellow := IV_PosShaftYellow;
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IF (NOT((IV_MovingPiece AND (0000001000)) = 8)) THEN
Alarm := 1;
END_IF;
END_IF;
IF (Pos_Before_Washer_Red <> IV_PosWasherRed) THEN
Pos_Before_Washer_Red := IV_PosWasherRed;
IF (NOT((IV_MovingPiece AND (0000000100)) = 4)) THEN
Alarm := 1;
END_IF;
END_IF;
IF (Pos_Before_Washer_Blue <> IV_PosWasherBlue) THEN
Pos_Before_Washer_Blue := IV_PosWasherBlue;
IF (NOT((IV_MovingPiece AND (0000000010)) = 2)) THEN
Alarm := 1;
END_IF;
END_IF;
IF (Pos_Before_Washer_Yellow <> IV_PosWasherYellow) THEN
Pos_Before_Washer_Yellow := IV_PosWasherYellow;
IF (NOT((IV_MovingPiece AND (0000000001)) = 1)) THEN
Alarm := 1;
END_IF;
END_IF;
IF (Pos_Before_Shaft_Inv <> IV_PosShaftInv) THEN
Pos_Before_Shaft_Inv := IV_PosShaftInv;
Alarm := 1;
END_IF;
IF (Pos_Before_Washer_Inv <> IV_PosWasherInv) THEN
Pos_Before_Washer_Inv := IV_PosWasherInv;
Alarm := 1;
END_IF;
IF (Pos_Before_Base <> IV_PosBase) THEN
Pos_Before_Base := IV_PosBase;
Alarm := 1;
END_IF;
IF (Pos_Before_Piece_Inv <> IV_PosPieceInv) THEN
Pos_Before_Piece_Inv := IV_PosPieceInv;
Alarm := 1;
END_IF;
END_ALGORITHM
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Order Selector Composite
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Manager FB

Logical:
(*Order send a event to the first function until it is finish. Then,
counter will be 2
and the next function will start. When the final function finish,
counter is set again 0*)
CASE Counter_States OF
1,2,5,6:
Counter_Bodies := 0;(*The robot must manipulate the shaft*)
3,4:
Counter_Bodies := 1;(*The robot must manipulate the washer*)
7:
Counter_Colours := Counter_Colours+1;(*The robot must
manipulate the next colour chosen*)
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Counter_States := 1;(*The robot comes back to the first
condition of the case*)
END_CASE;
END_ALGORITHM

Counter_States:
(*When the different input events work Counter_States is 1 and
Manager starts working:
EI_Order OR EI_LeaveReset OR EI_TakeReset*)
Counter_States := Counter_States+1;
END_ALGORITHM

Order:
(*The number comes from the interface, 1 represents the red colour,
2 blue and 3 yellow*)
(*Looking for in which position is each colour*)
RED := FIND(IV_Order, '1');
BLUE := FIND (IV_Order, '2');
YELLOW := FIND (IV_Order, '3');
CASE RED OF
1:
First_Piece := 450;
2:
Second_Piece := 450;
3:
Third_Piece := 450;
END_CASE;
CASE BLUE OF
1:
First_Piece := 550;
2:
Second_Piece := 550;
3:
Third_Piece := 550;
END_CASE;
CASE YELLOW OF
1:
First_Piece := 650;
2:
Second_Piece := 650;
3:
Third_Piece := 650;
END_CASE;
END_ALGORITHM
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PositionDeclaration:
(*Depends of each counter the shaft or the washer must be put or
taken in the specific place*)
CASE Counter_States OF
1,3,5:
IF Counter_Bodies=0 THEN (*Body 0 represents shafts*)
OV_Tool := 'LGripper';
CASE Counter_Colours OF
0:
CASE First_Piece OF
450:(*If the first piece is red*)
OV_Position := IV_PosShaftRed;
550:(*If the first piece is blue*)
OV_Position := IV_PosShaftBlue;
650:(*If the first piece is yellow*)
OV_Position := IV_PosShaftYellow;
END_CASE;
1:
CASE Second_Piece OF
450:
OV_Position := IV_PosShaftRed;
550:
OV_Position := IV_PosShaftBlue;
650:
OV_Position := IV_PosShaftYellow;
END_CASE;
2:
CASE Third_Piece OF
450:
OV_Position := IV_PosShaftRed;
550:
OV_Position := IV_PosShaftBlue;
650:
OV_Position := IV_PosShaftYellow;
END_CASE;
END_CASE;
ELSIF Counter_Bodies = 1 THEN (*Body 1 represents washers*)
OV_Tool := 'BGripper';
CASE Counter_Colours OF
0:
CASE First_Piece OF
450:
OV_Position := IV_PosWasherRed;
550:
OV_Position := IV_PosWasherBlue;
650:
OV_Position := IV_PosWasherYellow;
END_CASE;
1:
CASE Second_Piece OF
450:
OV_Position := IV_PosWasherRed;
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550:
OV_Position
650:
OV_Position
END_CASE;
2:
CASE Third_Piece
450:
OV_Position
550:
OV_Position
650:
OV_Position
END_CASE;
END_CASE;
END_IF;

:= IV_PosWasherBlue;
:= IV_PosWasherYellow;

OF
:= IV_PosWasherRed;
:= IV_PosWasherBlue;
:= IV_PosWasherYellow;

2:
OV_Position := IV_PosBase;

4:
IF Counter_Bodies=0 THEN (*Body 0 represents shafts*)
OV_Tool := 'LGripper';
OV_Position := IV_PosBase;
ELSE (*If its a washer*)
OV_Tool := 'BGripper';
CASE Counter_Colours OF
0:
CASE First_Piece OF
450:(*If the first piece is red*)
OV_Position := IV_PosShaftRed;
550:(*If the first piece is blue*)
OV_Position := IV_PosShaftBlue;
650:(*If the first piece is yellow*)
OV_Position := IV_PosShaftYellow;
END_CASE;
1:
CASE Second_Piece OF
450:
OV_Position := IV_PosShaftRed;
550:
OV_Position := IV_PosShaftBlue;
650:
OV_Position := IV_PosShaftYellow;
END_CASE;
2:
CASE Third_Piece OF
450:
OV_Position := IV_PosShaftRed;
550:
OV_Position := IV_PosShaftBlue;
650:
OV_Position := IV_PosShaftYellow;
END_CASE;
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END_CASE;
END_IF;
6:
(*If it is the first piece that must be put in the piece
inventory the robot puts
it in the first hole of the inventory. If it is th second
piece, in the second hole, etc.*)
CASE Counter_PieceInv OF
0: OV_Position := 'PieceInv1';
Counter_PieceInv := Counter_PieceInv+1;
1: OV_Position := 'PieceInv2';
Counter_PieceInv := Counter_PieceInv+1;
2: OV_Position := 'PieceInv3';
Counter_PieceInv := 1;
END_CASE;
END_CASE;
END_ALGORITHM

TakeOrLeavePiece:
(*The value of Counter_States determinates if the robot must take or
leave the piece*)
CASE Counter_States OF
1,3,5:
Instruction := TRUE;(*Take the piece*)
2,4,6:
Instruction := FALSE;(*Leave the piece*)
END_CASE;
END_ALGORITHM

MovingPieces_Take:
IF Counter_Bodies = 0 AND (NOT ShaftAndWasher_Piece_Taken) THEN (*If
the piece taken is only the shaft*)
CASE Counter_Colours OF
0: (*The fist colour chosen, depending of the IV_Order*)
CASE First_Piece OF
450:(*If the first piece is red*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces OR
(0000100000));
550:(*If the first piece is blue*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces OR
(0000010000));
650:(*If the first piece is yellow*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces OR
(0000001000));
END_CASE;
1: (*The second colour chosen, depending of the
IV_Order*)
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CASE Second_Piece OF
450:(*If the first piece is red*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces OR
(0000100000));
550:(*If the first piece is blue*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces OR
(0000010000));
650:(*If the first piece is yellow*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces OR
(0000001000));
END_CASE;
2: (*The third colour chosen, depending of the IV_Order*)
CASE Third_Piece OF
450:(*If the first piece is red*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces OR
(0000100000));
550:(*If the first piece is blue*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces OR
(0000010000));
650:(*If the first piece is yellow*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces OR
(0000001000));
END_CASE;
END_CASE;
ShaftAndWasher_Piece_Taken := TRUE;
ELSIF Counter_Bodies = 0 AND ShaftAndWasher_Piece_Taken THEN
(*If the piece taken is the shaft and the washer*)
CASE Counter_Colours OF
0: (*The fist colour chosen, depending of the IV_Order*)
CASE First_Piece OF
450:(*If the first piece is red*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces OR
(0000100100));
550:(*If the first piece is blue*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces OR
(0000010010));
650:(*If the first piece is yellow*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces OR
(0000001001));
END_CASE;
1: (*The second colour chosen, depending of the
IV_Order*)
CASE Second_Piece OF
450:(*If the first piece is red*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces OR
(0000100100));
550:(*If the first piece is blue*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces OR
(0000010010));
650:(*If the first piece is yellow*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces OR
(0000001001));
END_CASE;
2: (*The third colour chosen, depending of the IV_Order*)
CASE Third_Piece OF
450:(*If the first piece is red*)
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OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces OR
(0000100100));
550:(*If the first piece is blue*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces OR
(0000010010));
650:(*If the first piece is yellow*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces OR
(0000001001));
END_CASE;
END_CASE;
ShaftAndWasher_Piece_Taken := FALSE;
END_IF;
IF Counter_States = 7 THEN
Counter_Bodies := 1;
END_IF;
IF Counter_Bodies = 1 THEN (*If the piece taken is the washer*)
CASE Counter_Colours OF
0: (*The fist colour chosen, depending of the IV_Order*)
CASE First_Piece OF
450:(*If the first piece is red*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces OR
(0000000100));
550:(*If the first piece is blue*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces OR
(0000000010));
650:(*If the first piece is yellow*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces OR
(0000000001));
END_CASE;
1: (*The second colour chosen, depending of the
IV_Order*)
CASE Second_Piece OF
450:(*If the first piece is red*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces OR
(0000000100));
550:(*If the first piece is blue*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces OR
(0000000010));
650:(*If the first piece is yellow*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces OR
(0000000001));
END_CASE;
2: (*The third colour chosen, depending of the IV_Order*)
CASE Third_Piece OF
450:(*If the first piece is red*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces OR
(0000000100));
550:(*If the first piece is blue*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces OR
(0000000010));
650:(*If the first piece is yellow*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces OR
(0000000001));
END_CASE;
END_CASE;
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END_IF;
IF Counter_States = 7 THEN
Counter_Bodies := 0;
END_IF;
END_ALGORITHM

MovingPieces_Leave:
IF Counter_Bodies = 0 AND (NOT ShaftAndWasher_Piece_Left) THEN (*If
the piece leave is only the shaft*)
CASE Counter_Colours OF
0: (*The fist colour chosen, depending of the IV_Order*)
CASE First_Piece OF
450:(*If the first piece is red*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces AND
NOT(0000100000));
550:(*If the first piece is blue*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces AND NOT
(0000010000));
650:(*If the first piece is yellow*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces AND NOT
(0000001000));
END_CASE;
1: (*The second colour chosen, depending of the
IV_Order*)
CASE Second_Piece OF
450:(*If the first piece is red*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces AND NOT
(0000100000));
550:(*If the first piece is blue*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces AND NOT
(0000010000));
650:(*If the first piece is yellow*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces AND NOT
(0000001000));
END_CASE;
2: (*The third colour chosen, depending of the IV_Order*)
CASE Third_Piece OF
450:(*If the first piece is red*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces AND NOT
(0000100000));
550:(*If the first piece is blue*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces AND NOT
(0000010000));
650:(*If the first piece is yellow*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces AND NOT
(0000001000));
END_CASE;
END_CASE;
ShaftAndWasher_Piece_Left := TRUE;
ELSIF Counter_Bodies = 0 AND ShaftAndWasher_Piece_Left THEN (*If the
piece leave is the shaft and the washer*)
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CASE Counter_Colours OF
0: (*The fist colour chosen, depending of the IV_Order*)
CASE First_Piece OF
450:(*If the first piece is red*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces AND
NOT(0000100100));
550:(*If the first piece is blue*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces AND NOT
(0000010010));
650:(*If the first piece is yellow*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces AND NOT
(0000001001));
END_CASE;
1: (*The second colour chosen, depending of the
IV_Order*)
CASE Second_Piece OF
450:(*If the first piece is red*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces AND NOT
(0000100100));
550:(*If the first piece is blue*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces AND NOT
(0000010010));
650:(*If the first piece is yellow*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces AND NOT
(0000001001));
END_CASE;
2: (*The third colour chosen, depending of the IV_Order*)
CASE Third_Piece OF
450:(*If the first piece is red*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces AND NOT
(0000100100));
550:(*If the first piece is blue*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces AND NOT
(0000010010));
650:(*If the first piece is yellow*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces AND NOT
(0000001001));
END_CASE;
END_CASE;
ShaftAndWasher_Piece_Left := FALSE;
END_IF;
IF Counter_States = 7 THEN
Counter_Bodies := 1;
END_IF;
IF Counter_Bodies = 1 THEN
IF Counter_Colours = 0 THEN
CASE First_Piece OF
450:(*If the first
OV_MovingPieces :=
(0000000100));
550:(*If the first
OV_MovingPieces :=
(0000000010));
650:(*If the first

piece is red*)
(OV_MovingPieces AND NOT
piece is blue*)
(OV_MovingPieces AND NOT
piece is yellow*)
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OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces AND
(0000000001));
END_CASE;
ELSIF Counter_Colours = 1 THEN
CASE Second_Piece OF
450:(*If the first piece is red*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces AND
(0000000100));
550:(*If the first piece is blue*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces AND
(0000000010));
650:(*If the first piece is yellow*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces AND
(0000000001));
END_CASE;
ELSIF Counter_Colours = 2 THEN
CASE Third_Piece OF
450:(*If the first piece is red*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces AND
(0000000100));
550:(*If the first piece is blue*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces AND
(0000000010));
650:(*If the first piece is yellow*)
OV_MovingPieces := (OV_MovingPieces AND
(0000000001));
END_CASE;
END_IF;
END_IF;
IF Counter_States = 7 THEN
Counter_Bodies := 0;
END_IF;
END_ALGORITHM
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Take Piece FB

TakePiece:
(*The diferent steps that must be done to take a shaft or a washer*)
CASE Step OF
0:
OV_Position := IV_Position;
OV_Action := 'MoveJOffSet';
Step := Step+1;
1:
OV_Action := 'MoveL';
Step := Step+1;
2:
OV_Position := '';
OV_Action := 'CloseGripper';(*EO_PieceTaken is activated, this
event say that a piece is moving by the robot*)
Step := Step+1;
3:
OV_Position := IV_Position;
OV_Action := 'MoveLOffSet';
Step := Step+1;
END_CASE;
END_ALGORITHM

TakeReset:
(*When step=4 the TakePiece function finish and step is set again 0.
EO_TakeReset
is activated*)
Step := 0;
END_ALGORITHM

Alarm:
IF Step<>0 THEN
Step := Step - 1;
END_IF
;
END_ALGORITHM
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Leave Piece FB

LeavePiece:
(*The diferent steps that must be done to left a shaft or a washer*)
CASE Step OF
0:
OV_Position := IV_Position;
OV_Action := 'MoveJOffSet';
Step := Step+1;
1:
OV_Action := 'MoveL';
Step := Step+1;
2:
OV_Position := '';
OV_Action := 'OpenGripper';(*EO_PieceTaken is activated, this
event say that a piece stop moving by the robot*)
Step := Step+1;
3:
OV_Position := IV_Position;
OV_Action := 'MoveLOffSet';
Step := Step+1;
END_CASE;
END_ALGORITHM

LeaveReset:
(*When step=4 the LeavePiece function finish and step is set again
0. EO_LeaveReset
is activated*)
Step := 0;
END_ALGORITHM

Alarm:
IF Step<>0 THEN
Step := Step - 1;
END_IF
;
END_ALGORITHM;
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Order Selector Events FB

TakePiece:
OV_Position := IV_PositionTakePiece;
OV_Action := IV_ActionTakePiece;
END_ALGORITHM

LeavePiece:
OV_Position := IV_PositionLeavePiece;
OV_Action := IV_ActionLeavePiece;
END_ALGORITHM
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Movements Composite
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Action Decoder FB
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Move Safe FB

MoveSafe:
(*It writes Move J "position", v100, fine, "BGripper";
robot in a safe position*)
OV_Command := 'MoveJ ';
OV_Position := IV_Position;
OV_Velocity := ',v1000';
OV_Precision := ',fine';
OV_Tool := ',BGripper;';
END_ALGORITHM
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MoveJ OffSet FB

MoveJOffSet:
(*It writes MoveJ Offs("position",0,0,50), v100, fine, "LGripper" or
"BGripper";*)
OV_Command := 'MoveJ Offs(';
OV_Position := IV_Position;
OV_Velocity := ',0,0,50),v1000';
OV_Precision := ',fine';
IF IV_Tool = 'LGripper' THEN
OV_Tool := ',LGripper;';
ELSIF IV_Tool = 'BGripper' THEN
OV_Tool := ',BGripper;';
END_IF;
END_ALGORITHM
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MoveL OffSet FB

MoveLOffSet:
(*It writes MoveL Offs("position",0,0,50), v100, fine, "LGripper" or
"BGripper";*)
OV_Command := 'MoveL Offs(';
OV_Position := IV_Position;
OV_Velocity := ',0,0,50),v1000';
OV_Precision := ',fine';
IF IV_Tool = 'LGripper' THEN
OV_Tool := ',LGripper;';
ELSIF IV_Tool = 'BGripper' THEN
OV_Tool := ',BGripper;';
END_IF;
END_ALGORITHM
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MoveL FB

MoveL:
(*It writes Move L "position", v100, fine, "LGripper" or
"BGripper";*)
OV_Command := 'MoveL ';
OV_Position := IV_Position;
OV_Velocity := ',v1000';
OV_Precision := ',fine';
IF IV_Tool = 'LGripper' THEN
OV_Tool := ',LGripper;';
ELSIF IV_Tool = 'BGripper' THEN
OV_Tool := ',BGripper;';
END_IF;
END_ALGORITHM
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Open Close Gripper FB

Open Gripper:
OV_Command := 'OpenGripper;';
END_ALGORITHM

CloseGripper:
OV_Command := 'CloseGripper;';
END_ALGORITHM
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Movements Events FB

MoveJOffSet:
OV_Command := IV_CommandMoveJOffSet;
OV_Position := IV_PositionMoveJOffSet;
OV_Velocity := IV_VelocityMoveJOffSet;
OV_Precision := IV_PrecisionMoveJOffSet;
OV_Tool := IV_ToolMoveJOffSet;
END_ALGORITHM
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MoveL:
OV_Command := IV_CommandMoveL;
OV_Position := IV_PositionMoveL;
OV_Velocity := IV_VelocityMoveL;
OV_Precision := IV_PrecisionMoveL;
OV_Tool := IV_ToolMoveL;
END_ALGORITHM

MoveLOffSet:
OV_Command := IV_CommandMoveLOffSet;
OV_Position := IV_PositionMoveLOffSet;
OV_Velocity := IV_VelocityMoveLOffSet;
OV_Precision := IV_PrecisionMoveLOffSet;
OV_Tool := IV_ToolMoveLOffSet;
END_ALGORITHM

MoveSafe:
OV_Command := IV_CommandMoveSafe;
OV_Position := IV_PositionMoveSafe;
OV_Velocity := IV_VelocityMoveSafe;
OV_Precision := IV_PrecisionMoveSafe;
OV_Tool := IV_ToolMoveSafe;
END_ALGORITHM

OpenCloseGripper:
OV_Command := IV_CommandOpenCloseGripper;
OV_Position := ' ';
OV_Velocity := ' ';
OV_Precision := ' ';
OV_Tool := ' ';
END_ALGORITHM
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